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Using Major Shadow Templates 
The following section covers 22 Major Shadows at the GM’s disposal. These are all presented in 
Template form, meaning they cover only their basic, necessarily abilities and statistics, giving 
each one a baseline of Might and Arcana Point value.  

 A GM can then take these templates and scale them up to whatever difficulty level is 
appropriate for their Players’ level and group size. The stronger the Players, the greater the 
encounter Budget and the more Arcana Points one can add to a Major Shadow Template.  

 Each Major Shadow Template is built in 3d fashion, with a sidebar of how many Dice 
and HP it gains promoting it to 5d. It’s important to remember that a Part’s dice pool cannot 
exceed 10d; if 3d Shadow is promoted to 5d and adds dice to a Part that would exceed 10d, 
some of those dice must be spent on Extras or Qualities till the pool is no bigger than 10d. 

 Some other guidelines to remember when using and modifying these Templates: 

Don’t forget about Might. A Shadow’s Might increases the Power of all its attacks, so an 
attack with Power x3 on a Might x2 Shadow is hitting for +5 total damage. This also impacts 
Area Attacks: a Might x2 Shadow can pierce 2 ranks of Tough with its Area attacks by default, 
so any additional levels of Power should keep that in mind. 

 Might also grants free Multiple Actions, so remember that as well when it comes to 
giving a Major Shadow Spray. Lots of Spray on a Quality isn’t always necessary to increase its 
aptitude when a Shadow can for free use one or more free Sets from its rolls already. Finally, 
Might makes Major Shadows resistant to Hitstun, so Heaviness needn’t be a priority either. 

Don’t go too crazy on Toughness if your Players can’t counteract it. All Major 
Shadows benefit from Toughness, but if your players don’t have a way to deal with it it’s best 
not to build past Tough x3, since that’s just going to lead to frustration. 

AP = HP. Along with each Part’s base HP value, which is determined by the Major Shadow’s 
3d/5d category, the Part Size and their Might, Major Shadows gain 1 additional HP per AP. So 
when you enhance a Template to make it gameplay ready and up its AP value you’re giving 
yourself a fat stack of HP to distribute as well. 
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Major Shadow Index 

The Major Shadows included in The Velvet Book are designed to demonstrate a variety of 
approaches to designing their encounters. You will see examples of every Gimmick listed in 
Chapter 10 along with many custom Gimmicks that present unique challenges to the players. In 
Minotaur (Chariot-07) you’ll find an example of how to transform a Minor Shadow into a Major 
Shadow, and Dante and Aversa demonstrate even how Major Shadows can be created from 
characters better known from other intellectual properties without missing a beat. 

Major Shadows by Arcana 
Name Arcana Might AP Page Name Arcana Might AP Page 
Kudlak Magician 1 3  Attis Hanged M. 2 13  
Shadow Priestess H. Priestess 2 7  Matador Death 2 14  
Tiamat Empress 3 6  Kohryu Temper. 2 14  
King Frost Emperor 1 5  Beelzebub Devil 2 15  
Shadow Hierophant Hiero. 2 5  Aversa Tower 2 16  
Shadow Lovers Lovers 2 5  Sraosha Star 1 8  
Minotaur Chariot 1 7  Dionysus Moon 1 9  
Shadow Strength Strength 2 4  Baldur Sun 1 16  
Nebiros Hermit 1 11  Trumpeter Judgement 2 10  
Dante Fortune 2 13  Wild Card Fool 3 56  
Principality Justice 1 9  Babel World 3 72  

 

Major Shadows by Might and AP 
Name Arcana Might AP Page Name Arcana Might AP Page 
Kudlak Magician 1 3  Shadow Priestess H. Priestess 2 7  
King Frost Emperor 1 5  Trumpeter Judgement 2 10  
Minotaur Chariot 1 7  Attis Hanged M. 2 13  
Sraosha Star 1 8  Dante Fortune 2 13  
Dionysus Moon 1 9  Kohryu Temper. 2 14  
Principality Justice 1 9  Matador Death 2 14  
Nebiros Hermit 1 11  Beelzebub Devil 2 15  
Baldur Sun 1 16  Aversa Tower 2 16  
Shadow Strength Strength 2 4  Tiamat Empress 3 6  
Shadow Hierophant Hiero. 2 5  Wild Card Fool 3 56  
Shadow Lovers Lovers 2 5  Babel World 3 72  
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 Kudlak Might x1  Magician-03 

A vampire from Croation lore that fights Kresnik, a proxy of 

God. He brings poor harvests, disease and bad luck and 

transforms into various black-hued animals to fight Kresnik. 

Favorite Thing: Taunting the forces of Good 

Resist: Dark, Ice 

Weak: Fire 

 
Impenetrable Shroud: Kudlak’s Impenetrable Shroud encases him a thick cloth enriched by 

dark power, giving him Rakukaja for Width+1 Rounds. 

Transform: Out of combat, Kudlak can take the form of any animal he chooses to menace the 

players. In Combat, Transform lasts for Width Rounds, and has two forms. In Black Hound 

Form, Kudlak cannot use his Fire Attack, and his Evil Claws become a Power x1 Physical Attack 

with the Penetration Gimmick. In Black Raven Form, Kudlak changes into a flock of ravens, 

which cancels the bonus damage from his Might but gives him a second level of Multitasking 

(allowing him to roll 3 times). In these forms, Kudlak’s hit locations remain the same. 

Radiate Evil: This is a Dark-type Deadly Power. 

Decay: Erodes a target’s armor and skin, inflicting Rakunda for Width+1 Rounds. 

Life Drain: This unique Gimmick allows Kudlak to regain lost HP equal to the damage inflicted 

by his Fangs. This HP can be restored at Kudlak’s discretion.  

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-3 Black Cloak  8d 6 HP 

Attacks (Fire, *Power x1*, Spray x1), Useful: Impenetrable 

Shroud (Effective x2) 

4-5 Living Corpse  5d 8 HP 

Defends, Useful: Transform (Effective x1), Useful: Radiate 

Evil, Brains 

6-8 Evil Claws  8d 6 HP 

Attacks (Dark, *Power x1*, Fast x1), Useful: Decay (Effect x2) 

9-10 Vampiric Fangs 5d 5 HP 

Attacks (Physical, Gimmick: Life Drain, Power x1) 

Other Gimmicks: Multitasking 

5d Upgrades 
+6d and +6 HP to Cloak and Claws 

+4d and +5 HP to Corpse and Fangs 
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 Shadow Priestess Might x2    High Priestess-07 

A powerful Shadow birthed by the concentrated doubt and deception 

of a human population. She feeds on the negative energy generated 

by scandal, rumors and betrayal.    

Favorite Thing: Spreading lies 

Resist: Ice, Dark, Light 

Weak: -- 

Mask of Lies: The Shadow Priestess’ 

Negative Vortex is a Booster Gimmick 

that adds Power x1 and Tough x1 to 

the Priestess per Rank (thus Mask of 

Lies x2 grants Power x2 to its Ice attack 

and Tough x2 to the Part overall; additional Ranks can be used to improve other Parts). It does 

so by drawing power from the psychic energy generated by rumors and lies circulating through 

the Real World from which the Priestess feeds. This Gimmick can be negated either by 

destroying the Shadow Mask, or by through the Players’ efforts to counteract the lies and 

harmful gossip that is affecting the area in which they live. 

Twisted Verse: The Shadow Priestess uses its Twisted Verses to twist human minds, causing 

them to doubt their own realities, which in the Other World can have devastating 

consequences. In combat it can perform any number of arcane effects, most notably deforming 

the link between a Persona and its User, which will shut off the effect of any Extras on the Part 

targeted by the Twisted Verse set for Width+1 Rounds. A Persona can only have one Part 

affected by a Twisted Verse at a time, so a second Verse will replace an existing one. 

Entangle: The Shadow Priestess can also lash out with its Heretical Scrolls, cocooning a targeted 

Persona for Width in Rounds and inflicting a -2d Penalty on its Attacks.  

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-2 Sacrilegious Gown 7d 6 HP 

Attacks (Physical, Power x1, Fast x2) 

3-4 Boaz and Jachin 7d 6 HP 

Defends (Recoil x2, Effect x1), Tough x1 

5-8 Heretical Scrolls 10d 8 HP 

Attacks (Ice, Power x2, Splash x3), Useful: Twisted Verse 

(*Effect x2*), Useful: Entangle (Effect x1), Tough x2 

9-10 Shadow Mask  5d 6 HP 

Attacks (Dark), *Booster: Negative Vortex x2*, Tough x2, 

Brains 

Other Gimmicks: Multitasking 

5d Upgrades 
+8d and +7 HP to Scrolls 

+4d and +5 HP to all other Parts 
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 King Frost   Might x1              Emperor-06 

The king of snow who rules over an infinite number of Jack Frosts. He 

has the power to freeze the entire world but is unaware of it due to his 

naïve personality. 

Favorite Thing: Frozen treats 

Resist: Ice, Fire 

Weak: -- 

Icebox Chest Attack: When King 

Frost unlocks his Icebox Chest he 

Targets All players with a horde of 

frantic Mini-Jacks. This attack can use up to 3 Sets against every player and inflicts Width+2 in 

Physical Damage as the Jacks pummel the King’s enemies with their tiny, icy fists. This attack 

cannot be used as a Multiple Action, nor can it be used on consecutive turns, as King Frost must 

wait while his horde reassembles within the dimensional space of his Icebox. 

Blizzard: King Frost’s Blizzard conjures a devasting winter storm that consumes the battlefield 

for Width in Rounds. While in effect, any Personas that do not Resist Ice lose all ranks of Fast, 

and any Personas with a Weakness to Ice also lose their Toughness. As a Preemptive Action, 

King Frost will always summon a Blizzard at the start combat, and the benefit of Always Works 

means that even a failed roll will summon a 1 Turn Blizzard. 

Summon Allies: King Frost can call Width-1 Jack Frosts (normally Magician-9 Minor 

Shadows, though GMs can modify their power) as minions to fight alongside him, with 

a maximum of 2 Jack Frosts on his side at a time. 

King’s Decree: King Frost’s icy authority is embodied in this Quality, which he can use 

to motivate his minions to Create Advantages for them or weaken a Persona’s fighting 

spirit, inflict Tarunda for Width-1 Rounds. 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-4 Icebox Chest   8d 10 HP 

Attacks (Physical, *Power x2*, Spray x2, Targets All), Defends, 

Tough x2 

5-6 Royal Vanilla Scepter 5d 5 HP 

Attacks (Ice, Power x2), Useful: Blizzard (Effective x1, 

Preemptive Action, Always Works) 

7-10 Jolly, Coal Black Face 8d 10 HP 

Attacks (Ice, Ailment: Burn x1, Area x2), *Useful: Summon 

Allies* (Always Works), Useful: King’s Decree (Always Works), 

Tough x2, Brains 

5d Upgrades 
+8d and +7 HP to Chest and Face 

+4d and +5 HP to Scepter 
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Shadow Hierophant   Might x2      Hierophant-05 

A powerful Shadow made manifest by the collective decay of ethics and 

moral authority among a population. It tempts people with power and 

pleasure to lure them into betraying their values and codes. 

Favorite Thing: Nice shoes 

Resist: Electric, Wind 

Weak: -- 

Shielding: The Shadow Hierophant 

is protected by an aura of divine 

energy that acts as a 10 HP Shield 

around the Bloated Heaven-Keeper. 

The Shield shares the Heaven-Keeper’s Tough x2 and is Resistant to Light damage but does not 

share any of the Shadow’s other Resistances. The Shield absorbs any damage and Hitstun the 

Heaven-Keeper takes, including Overflow damage from broken parts. Once its HP is depleted, 

the Shield falls and the Bloated Heaven-Keeper will take damage as normal, until the 

Comfortable Throne uses its Create Shield Quality to rebuild it at a rate of 2 HP per Width. 

Offer Praise: Bearing a scarlet sigil, the Penitent Cruciform fanatically praises the Shadow 

Hierophant, which grants Width+2 in Boosted Power to the Bloated Heaven-Keeper. 

Soothing Caress: The Comfortable Throne’s can use this Quality to Refresh the Shadow 

Hierophant of any Debuffs from which he suffers. 

Seal of Heaven: The Bloated Heaven-Keeper abuses his spiritual authority to Seal any object or 

force offending him. This can render one of a Persona’s Parts unusable for Width Rounds, as 

long as the Part’s Hit Location is within the Seal’s Height+2. The Shadow Hierophant will use 

its Seal as an Automatic Action whenever a Cruciform is destroyed, targeting its destroyer. 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-2 Penitent Cruciform  6d 6 HP 

Defends (*Effective x2*, Fast x1), Useful: Offer Praise (Effective x2) 

3-4 Ecstatic Cruciform  6d 6 HP 

Attacks (Physical, Power x2, Fast x2) 

5-6 Comfortable Throne  6d 8 HP 

Attacks (Electric, Ailment: Static x2), Useful: Create Shield (Effect 

x1), Useful: Soothing Caress 

7-10 Bloated Heaven-Keeper 7d 11 HP 

Attacks (Light, Power x2, Spray x1), Shield (5), Useful: Seal of 

Heaven (Effect x2, Automatic (1)), Tough x2, Brains 

Other Gimmicks: Multitasking (2*)  

5d Upgrades 
+8d and +7 HP to Heaven-Keeper 

+4d and +5 HP to all other Parts 
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Shadow Lovers Might x2     Lovers-05 

A powerful Shadow made manifest by the collective 

jealousy and anxiety of a population. It accesses a 

person’s desires to distract and mislead them.  

Favorite Thing: Secret desires 

Resist: Fire, Ice 

Weak: -- 

Unlimited Healing: The Shadow Lovers can 

recover 8 Shocks or 4 Scars per Action without 

limit. Normally this recovery would occur at the 

end of the Round without needing a Set, but 

thanks to the Interference Gimmick on its 

Healing, it can Heal at the start of each Round. 

The Shadow Lovers can use up to two of its 

three free Multiple Actions for Healing in this 

fashion. This still follows other Multiple Action 

rules, where you roll the smallest of the dice pools that you are using; however, because its 

Aortal Mask has 10d, using any of its Actions to Heal can essentially be done freely. 

Raise Pressure: The Shadow Lover can pierce a target with needle like veins, draining Width-1 

in Buff effects and applying them to itself   

Irresistible Desire: This quality stokes intense thoughts of jealousy, desire and need in the 

minds of whole groups of people. As a combat Quality, it inflicts Charm on up to 3 Targets for 

Width-1 Rounds. 

Heart Crash: This quality drills feelings of anguish and despair into a person’s mind. In combat 

it inflicts Fear in a target at +4 Height and always Knocks Down. However, if used on a target 

under the effect of Irresistible Desire, it instead becomes a +4 Height Physical Deadly Power. 

Raise Pressure: The Shadow Lovers can intensify its own biorhythm, giving itself Sukukaja for 

Width-1 Rounds. 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-2 Capillary Wings 8d 6 HP 

Attacks (Physical), Useful: Intravenous Absorption, 

Defends (Effective x1) 

3-5 Left Ventricle  7d 7 HP 

Attacks (Fire, Area x3), Useful: Irresistible Desire 

(Area x2), Tough x2 

6-8 Right Ventricle 7d 7 HP 

Attacks (Ice, Fast x2, Power x1), Useful: Heart Crash 

(Effect x2, Guaranteed Knockdown (2)), Tough x2 

9-10 Aortal Mask  10d 11 HP 

Useful: Raise Pressure, *Heals x4 (Unlimited Healing 

(0), Interference (1))*, Brains 

5d Upgrades 
+4d and +5 HP to Wings and Mask 

+6d and +6 HP to both Ventricles 
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 Minotaur Might x1                      Chariot-07 

A monster with the body of a man and the head of a bull. The unnatural result 

of the union between the Queen of Crete and a beast, the King of Create 

imprisoned him in a labyrinth and sent in beautiful youths to be sacrificed to its 

wrath 

Favorite Thing: Sugar 

Resist: Physical, Fire 

Weak: Ice 

Primal Force: Work Up demonstrates Minotaur’s unyielding animal might, as channeled 

through his powerful, crushing legs, Boosting Power to his next Physical Attack. 

Heavy Area: Heavy Area is one of Minotaur’s Signature Gimmicks, inspired by his Labrys 

Strike skill from Shin Megami Tensei IV. This gimmick increases the damage inflict by each of 

Minotaur’s Area Dice from 1 to 2. 

Unbridled Rage: As with his Minor Shadow form, Unbridled Rage sends Minotaur into a 

violent rampage for Width-1 Rounds, during which he loses Tough x1 from his Legs and 

Muscle, but in return is immune to all Hitstun. He can also target Persona users directly, forcing 

an immediate Courage roll to resist Freaking-Out. 

War Cry: Minotaur’s War Cry rattles even the fiercest Persona, inflicting Width-1 of Tarunda. 

Malicious Smirk: Unlike normal Shadows, Minotaur enjoys an improved ability to Smirk. In 

addition to following normal Rules for Smirking, Minotaur can Smirk once per Round after 

Stunlocking an enemy (i.e. breaking all their Attacks with Hitstun). 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-2 Beast’s Legs  5d 6 HP 

Defends (Fast x1), Tough x1, Useful: Work Up 

3-5 Warrior’s Muscle 5d 8 HP 

Attacks (Physical, Area x2, Heavy Area (3)), Tough x2 

6-7 Piercing Horns 5d 7 HP 

Attacks (Physical, *Fast x3*, Power x1), Tough x1 

8-10 Beast’s Head  7d 8 HP 

Useful: Unbridled Rage (Effect x2), Useful: War Cry, Tough x2, Brains 

Other Gimmicks: Multitasking (2*), Malicious Smirk (2) 

 

5d Upgrades 
+5 HP to all Parts 

+4d to Legs and Horns 

+6d to Muscle and Head 
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Shadow Strength Might x2     Strength-04 

A powerful Shadow emerging from the unchecked emotional 

energy of a population. Lusting only after its own satisfaction, it 

drives others to abandon their obligations in favor of the same.   

Favorite Thing: Emotional outbursts 

Resist: -- 

Weak: -- 

Heavy Armor: Shadow Strength possesses two levels of Heavy Armor protecting its 

Immaculate Maiden, which will knock two dice off every Attack set that hits her, meaning she is 

immune to any attacks with less than 4 Width. One level of Heavy Armor originates with its 

Jealous Gate that encircles the Major Shadow. If the Jealous Gate is destroyed, the Maiden is 

reduced to Heavy Armor x1. This second level can be negated as well if Shadow Strength can be 

provoked into a fear reaction, either by the Induce Fear Useful Quality, or through roleplaying 

and strategy.  

Imprison: The Jealous Gate can extend itself to encircle one Persona and its User for Width in 

Rounds. Imprisoned Personas cannot attack, nor can they be targeted by allied Useful Qualities 

or Healing. Imprisoned Personas are sitting ducks, and any attacks directed at them gain +1d. 

Petal Shield: The Hanging Garden’s Petal Shield encircles Shadow Strength with a fortifying 

shield of life energy, granting all its parts Tough x1 and healing 2 HP to all parts each round for 

Width+1 Rounds. 

Alluring Glance: With this Quality, the Quivering Mask can Charm a target for Width Rounds. 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-3 Jealous Gate  7d 7 HP 

Defends (Effective x2, Fast x2, Recoil x2), Useful: Imprison 

(Effective x1), *Tough x2* 

4-6 Hanging Garden 7d 7 HP 

Attacks (Physical, Area x4, Power x1), Useful: Petal Shield 

(Effect x2) 

7-8 Immaculate Maiden 5d 6 HP 

Attacks (Physical, Heavy x1, Power x2), Heavy Armor (2*) 

9-10 Quivering Mask 6d 6 HP 

Useful: Alluring Glance (Effect x1), Ailment: Static x3 Brains,  

Other Gimmicks: Multitasking (4) 

5d Upgrades 
+6d and +6 HP to Gate and Garden 

+4d and +5 HP to Maiden and Mask 
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 Nebiros Might x1                Hermit-11 

The general of the underworld, he is one of the pit’s most powerful 
necromancers, able to control corpses and shape them to his bidding. 
Favorite Thing: Toys 
Resist: Dark, Ice 
Weak: -- 

Bodyconian Horde: Nebiros commands an endless army 
of Bodyconians: artificial human bodies implanted with 
the consciousness of real people. As long as this Part is 
intact, Nebiros will always devote one of his Multitasking 
rolls to using the Horde. With Regeneration x3, the 
Bodyconian Horde regains 3 HP at the start of each Declaration round as its numbers, thinned 
by Persona assault, are replenished. While intact, Nebiros prefers to Tilt damage against his 
body down to his Horde, sacrificing his thralls to protect himself. 

Seize: As long as the Bodyconian Horde’s HP is greater than 4 it can Seize one Persona at a 
time, overwhelming it with sheer numbers for Width-1 Rounds. While Seized, all of a Persona’s 
attacks have a difficulty of 4, and all of its attacks will be directed at the Bodyconian Horde 
regardless of Height. 

Instant Decay: Instant Decay is a Dark-type Deadly Power. 

Brainwash: Nebiros can command a Brainwashed Persona to use any of its Qualities for Width-
1 Rounds, provided that their Location is within his Set’s Height+4. 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-4 Bodyconian Horde  8d 14 HP 
Attacks (Physical, Spray x1) Defends (Effective x2, Spray x1), Useful: 
Seize, Tough x2, Regeneration x3 (9) 

5-6 Shroud of the Dead  5d 7 HP 
Defends, Useful: Instant Decay, Recoil x2 

7-8 Puppet on a String  5d 6 HP 
Attacks (Physical), Useful: Brainwash (Effective x2) 

9-10 Abyssal Eyes   6d 7 HP 
Attacks (Dark, *Power x2*, Spray x1), Tough x1, Brains 

Other Gimmicks: Multitasking (2*) 

5d Upgrades 
+8d and +7 HP to Horde 
+4d and +5 HP to other Parts 
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 Dante  Might x2           Fortune-13 

A demon hunter whose shadow appears in the Other World. He wields two guns, 

Ebony and Ivory, along with his trust sword, Rebellion. It is said that he has the blood 

of the legendary Dark Knight Sparda in him. 

Favorite Thing: Pizza 

Resist: Physical, Dark 

Weak: -- 

Style Change: One of Dante’s two signature Gimmicks, Style 

Change allows him to assume one of four combat Styles at the start of 

each Round of combat (before any attacks are declared). Each Style changes the effect of his 

Might x2: 

 Swordmaster:  Might x2 = Power x2 on all Rebellion Attacks 

 Gunslinger:  Might x2 = Power x2 on all Ebony and Ivory Attacks 

 Royal Guard: Might x2 = Tough x2 on all Parts 

 Trickster: Might x2 = Fast x2 on all Actions 

Devil Trigger: Dante’s second signature Gimmick, his Devil Trigger is a state of vastly 

enhanced power he can enter for the duration of one Round, at the start of the Round, when his 

Devil Trigger Meter is full. Each successful attack he performs adds 1 charge to his Devil 

Trigger Meter, and 7 Charges fills it. Additionally, the Devil Trigger will automatically be filled 

each time one of his Parts is destroyed. When Devil Trigger activates, Dante gains Tough x1 to 

all his Parts, Awesome x1 on all his Rolls, and a second Multitasking Roll for that Round. 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-2 Devil Hunter’s Coat  7d 8 HP 

Useful: Shake Off (Effective x1), Damage Magnet (5), Tough x2 

3 Lucky Coin   4d 4 HP 

Useful: Get Lucky (Always Works, Pre-Emptive Action (2)) 

4-5 Halfblood Physiology 5d 10 HP 

Attacks (Fire), Defends (Effective x1, *Recoil x3*), Tough x2, Brains 

6-7 Ebony & Ivory  5d 8 HP 

Attacks (Physical, Engulf (3), Fast x2) 

8-10 Rebellion   5d 8 HP 

Attacks (Physical, Power x2, Penetration (3), Interference (3)), Tough x2 

Other Gimmicks: *Multitasking (2)*, Style Change  (1), Devil Trigger (3) 

5d Upgrades 
+4d and +6 HP to Coat, 

Physiology and E&I 

+2d and +5 HP to Coin 

+6d and +7 HP to Rebellion 
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Devil Hunter’s Coat Effects: Dante’s Devil Hunter’s Coat is fortified against curses and other 

malevolent forces, and can be used to Refresh himself against Width in Debuffs enforced 

against him. His Coat is also a Damage Magnet and will absorb all damage inflicted against 

Dante for as long as it remains intact. Note that this synergizes with his Devil Trigger: as soon 

as the Coat is reduced to 0 HP, Dante’s Devil Trigger will be instantly filled. 

Get Lucky: Dante’s Lucky Coin is double-headed, illustrating his belief that he can master his 

own fate. Aside from being a useful trick to con people, it channels the luck-based elements of 

his Arcana, Fortune. By flipping the coin, which he does at the start of the Encounter as a Pre-

Emptive Action, Dante can one of the following effects, based on the Set’s Height: 

 1-3: Rakukaja against Width-1 Attacks 

 4-6: Sukukaja for Width-1 Actions 

 7-9:  Tarukaja for Width-1 Actions 

 10: Width-1 added to Devil Trigger 

Get Lucky Always Works, so even a failed roll will give him Rakukaja against one attack. 

Ebony and Ivory Gimmick:  Ebony and Ivory can unleash a salvo of bullets so intense and 

withering that it Engulfs every one of a Persona’s Parts with a Fast x2 Physical Attack 

Rebellion Gimmicks:  Rebellion’s Attack Quality has two Gimmicks: Penetration, allowing it to 

ignore a target’s Toughness, and Interference, allowing it to strike at the start of the Resolve 

phase before any other actions can be taken. The catch is that these two Gimmicks represent 

distinct attack techniques that cannot be combined, so a given Attack Set can either Penetrate or 

Interfere, never both. Additionally, Rebellion’s Interference attack can still be Defended against 

following normal rules, but that is its only countermeasure: if Dante declares an Interference 

Attack, it will be the first thing that Resolves on that turn.  
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 Principality  Might x1    Justice-09 

The seventh of the nine angelic orders. As the advocates of heaven, 

they guard cities and nations and watch over statemen and kings. 

They are also said to be the most easily corrupted of all angels. 

Favorite Thing: Political discourse 

Resist: Light 

Weak: -- 

Absolute Purity: Grants Dark Resistance and Immunity to all Light Damage for Width in 

Rounds. Absolute Purity also makes Principality immune to all forms of Deadly Power. 

Expel: Principality is given the right cast out any unwanted presences within the realm he 

oversees with a burst of searing light. This acts as a Light-type Deadly Power. 

Irresistible Command: Principality wields immense authority over all beings in his domain, 

even Personas. Irresistible Command will instantly take the effect of one of the target’s Useful 

Qualities that it’s Height reaches (Persona Users can immediately roll Guts + Courage to resist). 

Dark and Light Might: Principality’s power is magnified both by light and darkness. For this 

Gimmick, the GM may track the phase of the moon, or roll 1d. Each Phase grants bonuses of the 

phases between it and Half Moon (such that New Moon would grant +2d, +1 Power and +1 HP). 

1 New Moon 
2 Waxing 
Crescent 

3-4 Waning 
Crescent 

5-6 Half 
Moon 

7-8 Waxing 
Gibbous 

9 Waning 
Gibbous 0 Full Moon 

+2d, all parts +1 Power, 

all Attacks 

+1 HP, all 

Parts 

no bonus +1 HP, all 

Parts 

+1 Power, 

all Attacks 

+2d, all Parts 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-2 Wings of Grace  4d 8 HP 

Attacks (Physical), Heals (Effect x2), Tough x1 

3-4 Holy Vestments  4d 8 HP 

Defends, Useful: Absolute Purity (Effect x1), Tough x2 

5-7 Mitre of Authority  6d 8 HP 

Attacks (Electric, *Fast x2*,Power x2), Useful: Expel (Effect x2), 

Tough x1 

8-10 Noble Crown   6d 7 HP 

Useful: Irresistible Command, Attacks (Light, Area x4), Tough x1 

Other Gimmicks: Dark and Light Might (6) Multitasking (2) 

5d Upgrades 
+4d and +5 HP to Wings and Vestments 

+6d and +5 HP to Mitre and Crown 
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 Attis  Might x2   Hanged Man-13 

A Phrygian god symbolizing life, death and revival. According to Greek 

mythology, he was pursued by the goddess Cybele and, rejecting her love, 

he died after castrating himself. Zeus and Cybele then preserved his body 

until he could be revived. 

Favorite Thing: Pain 

Resist: Physical  

Weak: Dark 

Blood Mist: Attis releases a cloud of dense, phosphorescent mist enshrouding two targets for 

Width-1 Rounds. While trapped in the Mist, all Attacks or Defenses against Attis suffer a 

Gobble Die as it both obscures their vision and disorients them with its suffocating density. 

Blood Ritual: As long as one of Attis’s arms remains intact, he can inflict Width in damage to 

this Torso in order to either heal Width+1 in HP to all his locations or gain both Tarukaja and 

Sukukaja for Width+1 Rounds.  

Grasping Bandages: Attis’s bandages can ensnare objects around him, even very heavy and 

large ones, to rearrange and throw around (this is the nature of his Physical Splash Attack). In 

so doing he can affect massive changes to the environment to create Advantages for himself. 

Dislocate: Attis’s can split his limbs and head apart for Width+1 Rounds. This allows his Legs 

and each Arm to roll separately as if they were independent Shadows for the duration, and 

adds a Defends Quality to Attis’ Arms, Torso and Head (useful for Tilting purposes). 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-2 Dismembered Legs  7d 8 HP 

Defends (Superior Defense), Tough x2 

3-4 Dismembered Right Arm 6d 8 HP 

Attacks (Fire, Area x3), Useful (Blood Mist, Area x1), Tough x2 

5-6 Bound Torso   6d 12 HP 

Attacks (Physical, Splash x3), Useful (Blood Ritual, Effective x2), 

Useful (Grasping Bandages), *Tough x3* 

7-8 Dismembered Left Arm 6d 8 HP 

Attacks (Physical, Fast x3, Power x1), Tough x2 

9-10 Preserved Head  7d 6 HP 

Useful (Dislocate, Always Works, Effect x2, *Interference*), 

Tough x2, Brains 

5d Upgrades 
+4d to all Parts 

+5 HP to all Parts 
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 Matador Might x2                   Death-14 

A master sportsman who entertains the audience in exchange for 

his own life: one mistake means his death. Some believe that 

matadors who die while performing become Grim Reapers, born 

from the pursuit of aesthetics killing. 

Favorite Thing: Fierce opponents 

Resist: Wind, Light, Dark 

Weak: -- 

Reaper’s Gaze: Matador’s black, 

hollow eyes have a withering effect on 

all he looks upon. In combat this will 

Revoke Width in Buff effects from every Persona on the field thanks to its Targets All Gimmick.  

Dance of Death: Matador’s Red Capote seems to move as if it possessed a life of its own and 

allows Matador to seem to vanish and reappear at will, making him exceptionally elusive. 

When Matador uses his Dance of Death, he grants Interference to his Defends Qualities for 

Width Rounds; what this means is that his Pantalones and Espada can be used to Defend 

against Attacks regardless of their Speed; they need only to match the Attack’s Height. This 

synchronizes with the Pantalones’ Superior Defense, which automatically raises their Defends 

Sets to Height 10, allowing Matador’s agile footwork to gobble any attack dice coming at him. 

And as a Preemptive Action, Matador always performs a Dance of Death at the start of combat, 

before any other actions occur. 

Taunt: The Red Capote can also Taunt up to 3 targets for Width-1 Rounds. Taunted fighters can 

ignore 1 point of Hitstun from Matador’s attacks, but lose Tough x2 from all their locations. 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-2 Performer’s Pantalones 5d 8 HP 

Defends (Superior Defense (3), Effective x2) 

3-4 Victorious Calavera  5d 8 HP 

Attacks (Dark, Burns x3) Useful: Reaper’s Gaze (Targets All (3), 

Effect x1, Always Works), Brains 

5-7 Espada   5d 12 HP 

Attacks (Physical, *Power x3*, Fast x3), Defends (Recoil x3, 

Effect x2), Tough x1 

8-10 Red Capote   5d 12 HP 

Attacks (Wind, Power x2, Splash x2, Targets All (3)), Useful: 

Dance of Death (Preemptive Action (2), Effect x1), Useful: Taunt 

(Area x2), Tough x1 

Other Gimmicks: *Multitasking (2)* 

5d Upgrades 
+4d and +5 HP to Pants and Calavera 

+6d and +6 HP to Espada and Capote 
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Kohryu   Might x2                Temperance-14 

Known as Huang Long and the Gold Dragon, it reigns over the Ssu-Long, the four celestial creatures of Chinese 
lore: Genbu, Seiryu, Suzaku and Byakko. Given dominion over 
the element of Earth, its appearance brings fortune and joy. 
Favorite Thing: Poetry 
Resist: Wind, Fire, Electric, Ice, Physical 
Weak: -- 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-2 Gilded Scales   6d 10 HP 
Defends (Recoil x2), Tough x2, Augments: Serpentine God (2) 

3-4 Earth Rending Claws  6d 10 HP 
Attacks (Physical, Fast x2, *Ailment: Bleed x2*), Useful: Irresistible Rending  

5-7 Draconic Horns  6d 10 HP 
Attacks (Almighty, Area x4, Power x1), Useful: Quintessential Resonance (Area x2), Heavy x1 

8-10 Serpentine God  6d 10 HP 
Attacks (Elemental Breath, Power x2), Defends, Useful: Celestial Fortune (Effect x1), Useful: Command Elements, 
Heavy x1, Tough x2, Brains 

Other Gimmicks: Multitasking (4), Feng Shui (3) 

5d Upgrades 
+4d and +5 HP to Scales and Claws 
+6d and +6 HP to Horns and Body 
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Feng Shui: Kohryu’s Feng Shui Gimmick manifests his role as the Center of the Celestial 
Symbols representing the physical elements of the world, which he bends to his will. Before the 
first round of combat, Feng Shui activates and grants Kohryu an elemental Resonance. Kohryu 
is Immune to all damage from the Element with which he Resonates, and his Elemental Breath 
attack changes to match that Element. At the same time, Kohryu loses one of his Resistances. 

 Feng Shui operates in a fixed Cycle, starting with Wind. Every two turns, Kohryu’s Feng 
Shui will automatically progress to the next Resonant state.  

   Elemental Resonance  Resistance Lost 
    Wind              Electric  
    Fire               Ice * 
    Physical*             Wind 
    Electric          Fire 
    Ice*                           Physical*  

(*Physical and Ice may be replaced by Earth and Water for setting using those Elements) 

Gilded Scale Augmentation: Kohryu’s Gilded Scales have a unique Gimmick called Augments. 
As long as his Scales are intact, they can add their Toughness to Kohryu’s Serpentine God part. 

Irresistible Rending: This Quality allows Kohryu’s claws to cut through any physical or 
mystical barrier or object he encounters. If he combines this Quality with his Claws’ physical 
attack as a Multiple Action his claws will ignore both Toughness and any Physical Resistance 
that his target may have. Timing doesn’t matter for this effect; any Set regardless of its Width 
can be used to trigger Irresistible Rending on a Claw attack. 

Quintessential Resonance: As the God of the Center, Kohryu possesses Quintessential 
Resonance, giving him control over the interconnectedness of all things. He can channel this 
through his horns to make telepathic contact with any mind he is aware of as well as 
telekinetically manipulate his surroundings. He uses these combined effects to enforce balance 
on his domain, Revoking Buffs from up to 3 enemies, or Refreshing Debuffs on himself.  

Celestial Fortune: As the God of Fortune, Kohryu gives boons that can bring good luck and 
wealth to whomever it chooses. When used in combat against its enemies, Celestial Fortune 
grants Kohryu both health (recovering Width in HP on up to 2 Parts) and vigor (his choice of 
Width in Rakukaja, Sukukaja or Tarukaja). Once used, Celestial Fortune cannot be used again 
until Kohryu’s Feng Shui changes its Resonance. 

Command Elements: Finally, Kohryu can use this Quality to Control any of his Feng Shui 
elements, even those with which he is not currently Resonating. 
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Beelzebub     Might x2      Devil-15 

Lord of the flies, whose insect minions carry souls for him 

to control. He is mentioned in the Bible as a leader of evil 

spirits and a powerful king of the dead. 

Favorite Thing: Heavy metal music 

Resist: Physical, Dark, Fire, Electricity 

Weak: -- 

Vile Swarm: Beelzebub’s defining feature is 

his Vile Swarm, a Special Dice pool comprising 

the vast horde of insects ever present at his 

command. The Vile Swarm acts at the start of 

combat before any other action is taken, and 

then again on every other Round (Round2, 4, 6, 

and so forth). Its sole quality is Death Flies, a 

Width+1 Almighty Deadly Power of which the 

swarm can use a baseline of 4 Sets (Might x2 + Spray x1) from each roll (naturally this number 

of Sets can only be achieved by increasing the Vile Swarm’s dice pool for this Template). If the 

Death Flies attack a target with an Ailment, its Deadly Power’s Difficulty is ignored entirely.  

 The Vile Swarm, as a Special Dice Pool, is not attached to any of Beelzebub’s hit 

locations. It can be weakened using Attacks or Useful Qualities that would be helpful against a 

huge swarm of insects, but for the duration of their next action. Any thinning of the swarm 

achieved is undone completely during the Vile Swarm’s cooldown period (thus if the Swarm’s 

dice pool is reduced by -3 for Round 2, when it acts again on Round 4 it will be back at full 

strength). 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-2 Buzzing Wings 7d 9 HP 

Useful: Foul Dust (Area x2), Tough x1 

3-4 Putrid Abdomen 5d   9 HP 

Attacks (Physical, *Ailment: Poison x4*), Tough x3 

5-6 Chitinous Limbs 5d   9 HP 

Attacks (Physical, Power x2), Defends, Tough x2 

7-8 Rod of Defilement 5d   9 HP 

Attacks (Dark, Ailment: Bane x2), Useful: Gather 

Darkness (Effective x1), Useful: Unleash Pestilence 

9-10 Grotesque Head  5d   9 HP 

Attacks (Electric, Ailment: Static x3, Fast x1), 

Useful: Command Insects, Brains 

Special:  Vile Swarm  4d 

Useful: Death Flies (Effect x2, Spray x1), 

Preemptive Action (2))  

Other Gimmicks: Multitasking (2*) 

 

5d Upgrades 
+4d and +5 HP to All Locations 
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Foul Dust: Beelzebub’s bloated body makes its wings useful for actual flight. Instead, they 

release choking clouds of Foul Dust on up to 3 targets for Width-1 Rounds. Anyone suffering 

from Foul Dust will automatically take the full force of any Ailments targeting them, no rolling 

needed. Thus Beelzebub’s Putrid Abdomen will always inflict 4 Rounds of Poison on a target 

who has been struck by Foul Dust, rather than rolling 4d Ailment Dice. 

Gather Darkness: If Beelzebub is currently afflicted with any Debuffs, Gathering Darkness can 

be used to Refresh him of those negative effects. If he’s free from Debuffs, Gathering Darkness 

instead can be used to Boost Power to his Rod of Defilement’s Dark attack. 

Unleash Pestilence: Beelzebub is also the master of sickness and decay and can wield this 

power to unleash custom diseases on a target to Revoke their Buffs. 

Command Insects: As Lord of the Flies, all insect life (including spiders and other insect-

adjacent life forms) obey his orders without question, and he can command them with complete 

fidelity down to the individual creature. This is especially useful in Creating Advantages, and 

as a specific Quality Beelzebub can Command his minions to devour even the hardiest of 

material, stripping away a target’s Toughness with Rakunda.   

Primordial Form: Baal Zabul 
Beelzebub is frequently encountered in the Shin Megami Tensei canon first in the form of Baal 

Zabul, a far weaker Shadow than the mighty one he eventually evolves into. GMs interested in 

investigating this aspect of the Shadow can make use of the below Minor Shadow Stats. 

Baal Zabul                               Moon-25 
(1-4) Bloated Body 7d, 6 HP- Attacks (Physical, Power x2, Heavy 

x2), Defends, Tough x2 

(5-6) Rod of Defilement 5d, 4 HP- Attacks (Dark, Power x2 

Ailment: Bane x2) Useful: Gather Darkness 

(7-10) Heathen Godhead 7d, 6 HP- Ailment: Poison x3 (*Area 

x2*), Brains 

Resist: Dark Weak: Ice Favorite Thing: Hair metal 

Description: A lord of the underworld presiding over gluttony. Originally 

a Canaanite deity named Baal Zevuv, “Lord of Heavenly the Dwelling”. 

When Christianity emerged, he became Baal Zebub, “Lord of the Flies.” 

Shadow Tactics: Baal Zabul’s Gather Darkness functions the same as his evolved Form’s Useful Quality, 

though it can also be used to Boost the power to his Heathen Godhead’s Poison breath, which itself can 

target up to 3 enemy combatants.    
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Aversa Might x2             Tower-16 

Once a child born with a gift in the dark arts, she was abducted and brainwashed into serving an apocalyptic cult. 

Overtime she took on a spiritual form in which she must draw energy from humans. 

Favorite Thing: Swimming 

Resist: Dark  Weak: -- 

(In games using Physical Elements, 

Aversa is weak to Firearm or Pierce 

damage and gains Slash Resistance) 

Dark Flier Damage Magnet: If 
Aversa’s Dark Flier is intact, it will 

absorb all damage directed at her, 

which is reduced by the Flier’s 

Tough x2. Magnetized attacks are 

not affected by Flier’s Recoil, only 

those that directly target the Flier. 

 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-4 Dark Flier   8d 18 HP 

Attacks (Physical, Fast x2), Defends (Fast x2, Effect x2, Recoil 

x3), Damage Magnet (5), Tough x2 

5-6 Phantom Wings  6d 10 HP 

Attacks (Wind, Fast x1, Power x1), Defends (*Recoil x2*) *Useful: 

Summon Allies (0)*, Tough x1 

7-8 Arcane Disc   5d 8 HP 

Attacks (Ice, Fast x1, Burns x1), Useful: Control Ice, Recoil x1 

9-10 Psychic Spear   5d 8 HP 

Attacks (Dark, Fast x2), Useful: Dark Envy, Useful: Lullaby 

Song, Tough x1, Brains 

Other Gimmicks: Multitasking (3), Ongoing Flight (2), 

Galeforce (4), Swift Might (1) 

5d Upgrades 
+8d and +7 HP to Dark Flier 

+4d and +5 HP to all other Parts 
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Dark Flier Multitasking: While the Dark Flier is intact, Aversa will always use one of her 

Multitasking rolls for one of her Dark Flier Qualities. Once the Dark Flier is reduced to 0 HP, 

she can use both of her rolls for any actions she chooses. 

Summon Allies: Aversa can summon two Umber Pegasus Knights to assist her. Their baseline 

stats are below, but their AP values are equal to that of Aversa herself, so if additional AP is 

added to Aversa, their AP increases as well. Aversa can resummon Umber Pegasus Knights at 

will but can never have more than two at her side at once. 

Umber Pegasus Knight           Chariot-16 
(1-5) Black Mount 8d, 6 HP- Defends (Fast x2, Effect x2), Useful: Tailwind (Area x2, Effect x1) 

(6-10) Shadowed Lancer 9d, 6 HP- Attacks (Physical, *Fast x2*, Power x1), Brains 

Resist: Fire Weak: Wind Favorite Thing: Loyalty to Aversa 

The Black Mount’s Tailwind grants Sukukaja to itself and two other allies for Width Actions, 

allowing a single Umber Pegasus Knight to accelerate the entire Shadow party. 

Dark Envy and Lullaby Song: Aversa’s Psychic Spear can invade a person’s mind and afflict it 

with numerous negative effects. Dark Envy stokes their cruelest, basest desires, driving them to 

distrust even their closest allies and lose focus on battle, inflicting Width-1 in Sukunda and 

Rakunda at once. Lullaby Song, on the other hand, is a Tranquilizer that puts a target to Sleep 

for Width-1 Rounds.  

Ongoing Flight: Aversa and her troops are born for the skies, and so their default condition is 

Flight. All attacks directed at Aversa and her Umbra Pegasus Knights suffer a -2d penalty, and 

they are unaffected by Area attacks. Moreover, their expertise at Flight enables them to attack 

without taking that same Penalty. A Pegasus Knight’s Flight is cancelled if their Mount is 

destroyed, and Aversa’s Flight effect is reduced from -2d to -1d if her Dark Flier is destroyed. 

Useful Qualities can also be used to Counteract Ongoing Flight on a target for Width-1 Rounds. 

Galeforce: Aversa’s fighting Prowess manifests with this custom Gimmick, which comes into 

effect whenever she scores One More! When this happens, instead of activating a spare Set or an 

automatic 2x1, Aversa can simply re-use her Set for One More action (so a 2x10 Useful could be 

repurposed as a 2x10 Attack). 

Swift Might: Aversa can, at will, translate the extra Power granted by her Might x2 into Fast x2. 

She must Declare for each of her actions ahead of time which mode of Might she is employing, 

and her Might cannot be split for a single Set: it is either more Power or more Fastness. 
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 Sraosha Might x1                             Star-08 

In Zoroastrian lore, Sraosha’s duty is to listen to the cry of humans for 

Ahura Mazda, the supreme being. He is also known to descend after 

sunset to vanquish evil with his club and immense strength. His name 

literally means “obedience”. 

Favorite Thing: Good deeds 

Resist: Light 

Weak: Dark 

Superluminal Speed: Sraosha’s ability to respond instantly to his master’s call is modeled as 

Superluminal Speed, which grants him Sukukaja for Width+1 Actions, along with acting as a 

form of Unconventional Movement by travelling at the speed of light. 

X-Ray Sight: Sraosha’s All-Seeing Eye can peer into the physical structure of things to detect 

physical weaknesses or even invisible foes. After using X-Ray Sight on a target, Sraosha’s next 

attack will ignore all ranks of Toughness on the Part is strikes, and he can make a Called Shot 

without taking a -1d Penalty to do so. 

Telepathy: Sraosha’s All-Hearing Ears can listen to a person’s inner thoughts. When used in 

combat, this gives Sraosha Width+1 in Awesomeness to Attack, Defend against or act Usefully 

against Telepathy’s target. Sraosha can accumulate multiple stocks of Telepathy Awesomeness, 

one for each enemy, and can roll Telepathy at the start of combat as a Preemptive Action. 

Angelic Grace: Sraosha’s All-Hearing Ears can also act as receivers for divine energy, which 

can be translated into an additional Resistance that persists for Width+1 Rounds. 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-2 Interstellar Wings  5d 6 HP 

Defends (Effective x1), Useful: Superluminal Speed (Effect x2) 

3-5 Punishing Club  7d 7 HP 

Attacks (Physical, Power x2, Heavy x1, Ailment: Crush x3), Tough x2 

6-7 All-Seeing Eye  6d 7 HP 

Attacks (Light, Ailment: Bane x3, Power x2), Useful: X-Ray Sight 

8-10 All-Hearing Ears  8d 10 HP 

Useful: Telepathy (Effective x2, Preemptive Action (0)), *Heals x2* 

(Unlimited Healing), Useful: Angelic Grace (Effective x2), Tough x1, 

Brains 

5d Upgrades 
+4d and +5 HP to Wings and Eye 

+6d and +6 HP to Club and Ears 
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 Dionysus  Might x1                      Moon-09 

The Greek god of wine, theater and revelry. He was originally a god of life 
protecting the mountains of Thrace. He taught humans how to make alcohol. 
Favorite Thing: The finest wine and spirits 
Resist: Fire, Electric 
Weak: Ice 

 
 

Shawl Ice Resistance: As long as Dionysus’s Shawl 
is intact his Ice Weakness is replaced by Resistance.  

Intoxicating Aura: Dionysus’s Garland radiates 
orgiastic energy that causes anyone in the vicinity to experience its intoxicating effects. In 
combat, this Dazes all fighters, including Dionysus’s allies, but excluding Dionysus himself. 
Dionysus will use his Intoxicating Aura at the start of combat as a Preemptive Action.  

Drunken Fortitude: The Bacchanal Garland can also dull one’s perception of pain and stress, 
granting Width-1 in Rakukaja. 

Provoke Revelry: A person touched by the Dionysus’ Thyrsus, a kind of spear tipped with a 
pinecone, will face an irresistible urge to abandon all restraint and indulge in their wildest 
desires. If a Persona is struck by this effect in Combat it will enter an uncontrolled state for 
Width+1 Rounds that can only be overcome with its Favorite Thing or a successful roll from its 
User to regain its focus. Otherwise, it will suffer a Gobble Die to all its combat actions. 

Create Hallucinations: Dionysus can freely distort the sense others, creating perfectly 
convincing Hallucinations with which it can gain Advantages in combat. 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-2 Wine-Soaked Shawl  6d 5 HP 
Defends (Effective x1), Resist Ice (1)  

3-4 Bacchanal Garland  7d 5 HP 
Useful: Intoxicating Aura (Ailment: Daze x2, *Preemptive Action 
(3)*,Targets All (3), Always Works x1), Useful: Drunken Fortitude 

5-7 Pinecone Thyrsus  7d 6 HP 
Attacks (Physical, Power x1, Fast x2), Useful: Provoke Revelry (Effect x2) 

8-10 Ethanolic Hedonist  7d 6 HP 
Attacks (Fire, *Area x4*), Defends Useful: Create Hallucinations, Tough x2, 
Brains 

5d Upgrades 
+4d and +5 HP to Shawl and Garland 
+6d and +6 HP to Thyrsus and Hedonist 
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 Baldur  Might x1                     Sun-16 

The Norse god of light and son of Odin and Frigg, he was beloved by all 
the gods for his beauty and good nature. His mother so feared a dream of 
his death that she made all plants and animals swear not to harm him. 
Favorite Thing: Posing 
Resist: Light 
Weak: -- 

Oath Shield: Baldur’s Oath Shield 
is the physical world’s promise to 

do him no harm. It gives Resistance 
against all Attacks, both Elemental and Physical, and makes him Immune to Light damage 
entirely. There are two methods to overcome the Oath Shield; with a Control (Element) Set at 
Height 9 or 10, a Persona can show sufficient mastery of an Element for their next Attack of that 
Element to pierce it. Individual Elements can also be removed from the Oath Shield by 
contacting representatives of those Elements and convincing them to withdraw from the Oath. 

Dynamic Pose: Baldur’s Dynamic Pose is so shockingly majestic that it taps into the 
quintessential energy of the universe itself, granting Baldur Width+1 in Awesomeness. Once he 
uses a Pose, Baldur cannot Pose again until all Awesomeness from the prior Pose is spent. 

Staggering Beauty: When Baldur’s unleashes the full radiance of his Facial Structure, his 
Staggering Beauty inflicts Width in Hitstun against All Targets at +1 Speed. 

Solar Flare: Baldur’s Solar Flare wreathes him in sun-fire for Width rounds, adding Recoil x1 to 
all his Parts and allowing all his Attacks to hit Fire Weaknesses as if they had the Fire Element.  

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-2 Bright Thighs   5d 8 HP 
Attacks (Physical, Fast x2), Tough x1 

3-5 Gleaming Abs  6d 12 HP 
Defends (Recoil x1), Useful: Dynamic Pose (Effect x2), Tough x2 

6-7 Prominence Biceps  6d 7 HP 
Attacks (Physical, Power x2, *Spray x1*) 

8-9 Divine Facial Structure 7d 7 HP 
Useful: Staggering Beauty (Effect x1, Fast x1, Targets All (3)), Brains 

10 Photonic Disk   6d 6 HP 
Attacks (Light, *Spray x1*, Ailment: Bane x2), Useful: Solar Flare 
(Effect x1, Always Works x1),  

Other Gimmicks: Oath Shield (5) 

5d Upgrades 
+4d and +5 HP to Thighs, Biceps and Face 
+6d and +6 HP to Abs 
+2d and +4 HP to Disk 
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 Trumpeter Might x2      Judgement-10 

Angels that are said to be the ones who sound trumpets at the time of 

the apocalypse. Each trumpet blast brings increasing plagues and 

disaster, turning the earth into a land of death and suffering 

Favorite Thing: Free jazz 

Resist: Light, Dark, Fire, Wind 

Weak: -- 

Receive Blessing: Trumpeter can 

channel the holy might of heaven in 

his mission of judgement; in so doing he can add any additional Elemental Resistance to himself 

for Width-1 Rounds. He does so as a Preemptive Action at the start of Combat, adding to his 

already impressive array of Resistance. 

Withering Glare: Trumpeter’s harrowing vision can sap living things of their physical, mental 

and emotional constitution. In so doing it inflicts all three major Debuffs: Tarunda, Rakunda 

and Sukunda, for Width in Rounds. He can only, however, Wither one target at a time. 

Dark and Radiant Melodies: Trumpeter’s Dark Melody is a tool of almighty judgement and 

vengeance, acting as an Almighty-type Deadly Power. With his Radiant Melody, Trumpeter can 

restore Width in HP to any of his intact Parts, or to any allied Shadows he may be fighting with. 

With Might x2 and Spray x1 on both Melodies, Trumpeter can potentially use up to four Sets 

when using these Qualities. However, he can only play one Melody per Round, and he cannot 

use Melodies on consecutive Rounds (so if he uses Dark Melody on Round 1, he cannot use 

Dark or Radiant Melody on Round 2) 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-2 Angelic Robes  7d 8 HP 

Defends, Useful: Receive Blessing (Preemptive Action (2)), Tough x2 

3-5 Harbinger’s Wings  7d 8 HP 

Attacks (Wind, Area x3, Power x1), Defends, Useful: Flight (Effect 

x2) 

6-7 Fiendish Skull  6d 8 HP 

Attacks (Electric, Power x2), Useful: Withering Glare (Effect x1), 

Brains  

8-10 Judgement Trumpet  8d 12 HP 

Attacks (Almighty, Power x1, Splash x3, Penetration (3)), Useful: 

Dark Melody (*Spray x1*), Useful: Radiant Melody (*Spray x1*, 

Effect x1), Tough x1 

Other Gimmicks: Multitasking (2*) 

5d Upgrades 
+4d and +5 HP to Robes and Skull 

+6d and +6 HP to Wings and Trumpet 
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Might x3 Major Shadows 
The following section describe three Might x3 Major Shadows. Might x3 Major Shadows are the 
strongest opponents that Players in The Velvet Book will face. In a normal campaign a party may 
expect as few as three Might x3 Encounters: one in the midgame to introduce the game’s 
heightened stakes as it progresses towards it concluding phase; one as the final boss of the 
Campaign; and one as an optional, “secret boss” whose defeat may not directly affect the core 
plot but who nonetheless offers some worthy reward in exchange for taking on its extreme 
challenge. 

 These Encounters are all designed to be of the highest difficulty without punches pulled. 
Nevertheless, they shouldn’t be used to simply wipe out unprepared or unlucky Player 
Characters. They’re meant to push these characters to the limits of their endurance and ability, 
forcing them to make difficult and painful choices to claim victory. 

 The three encounters are as follows: 

Tiamat, the Empress: The most straightforward of the three, Tiamat is simply an enormous 
and strong monster designed to test the raw might of the players. Her abilities require quick 
thinking and adaptability to overcome, yet mechanically she is relatively simple, having strong 
attacks and dangerous Useful Qualities.  

The Wild Card, the Fool: A far more unique encounter that pits the players against a rival 
Persona User wielding a host of her own Personas. This is in line with encounters like Elizabeth, 
Margaret, Theodore, and Charlotte & Justine. The Wild Card bends many of the standard rules 
of Major Shadow combat, creating a vicious, deadly fight. 

Babel, the World: The final Might x3 Major Shadow is by far the most unique, as it blurs the 
line between an enemy and a dungeon. Babel’s scale is such that the Players do not just fight 
against it but through it, progressing from one arena to the next and encountering increasingly 
severe hazards. More than Tiamat and the Wild Card, Babel is a test of endurance as the 
Persona Users must survive a grueling gauntlet of physical and psychological challenges, all 
while weathering constant attack of the Shadow itself.  

 In Babel, one can even find an alternate approach to Dungeon design altogether, where 
the Dungeon is treated not as mere landscaping but as a living, reactive thing that fights back 
against player intrusion. GMs so inclined can take it as a template for building other, similar 
Dungeons that challenge players to engage with a dynamic, responsive environment. 
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Tiamat     Might x3      Empress-35 

The Babylonian goddess of the sea and 
primordial chaos. She gave birth to 
many deities with her consort Apsu,the 
god of fresh water. 
 
When war broke out between her and 
her offspring, she created 11 monsters 
to fight on her side. They were defeated 
by the storm god Marduk, and her 
immense body was ripped apart and 
used to make the world. 
 
Also known as Ummu-Huber, “who 
created all things”, she is 
unworshipped and largely forgotten 
outside of the Babylonian creation 
myth. 
 
Favorite Thing: Pure, 
unrestrained creation 
Resist: -- 
Weak: -- 

3d Parts, Qualities and Extras 
1-4 Lower Parts   7d 23 HP 
Defends (Fast x2, Effective x2), Useful: Tidal Force (Effective x1), Recoil x2, Tough x4 

5-7 Galactic Tentacles  7d 13 HP 
Attacks (Physical, Power x2, Heavy x1, Ailment: Crush x3), Defends, Useful: Limitless Grasp (Effective x1), 
Tough x3  

8 Cosmic Gaze   7d 11 HP 
Attacks (Almighty, Fast x1, Penetration (2)), Useful: Chaotic Vision (Effect x1, Bypass Personas (5)), Brains  

9-10 Life Giver   7d 18 HP 
Attacks (All Elements (2), Power x2, *Area x6*), Useful: New Life (Effective x1), Tough x2, Regen: 3 HP (6) 

Special Dice Pool:  Primordial Sea 7d 
Useful: Upheaval (Effective x1), Useful: Nourish (Effective x1), Useful: Deluge (Fast x1, Targets All (3)) 

Other Gimmicks: Multitasking (2*) 
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Tidal Force: As the Goddess of the 
Primordial Depths, Tiamat can channel the 
might of the endless, formless sea. In addition 
to controlling oceans and large bodies of 
water in general, Tidal Force gives Tiamat a 
surge of strength, granting Width in Boost 
Power to any of her Parts’ next rolls.  
 
Limitless Grasp: Tiamat’s Galactic Tentacles can reach through space at any distance, grasping 
any person or object of which she is aware and pulling it into her clutches. Tiamat can use this 
Quality to Grasp a Persona for Width in Rounds; while Grasped, a Persona suffers 2 Gobble 
Dice to all its actions other than Attacking the Tentacle or Escaping. Attacking is done at a 1 
Gobble Die Penalty, and escaping faces a Difficulty equal to the Height of the Limitless Grasp 
Set. If Tiamat Declares a Tentacle attack against a Grasped Persona its damage ignores all 
Toughness. 

Chaotic Vision: Tiamat’s four eyes are portals into the unformed chaos predating physical 
creation. Human minds are unequipped for such sights; even a brief glimpse can provoke a 
psychotic response in a mundane person. A Persona User’s bond with their Persona hardens 
them slightly to this experience, but they are in no way immune. Chaotic Vision traverses the 
psychic connection between Persona and User, striking them both simultaneously. In a Persona 
it inverts its make-up, turning its Resistances into Weaknesses for Width in Rounds. In a 
Persona User it inflicts Width in Knowledge Damage, which can be resisted by a Knowledge + 
Courage roll. 

All Elements: Tiamat’s Live Giver embodies her role as a creation goddess, allowing her to 
wield all physical forces with equal prowess. This allows Life Giver’s Attack Quality to strike 
with any Element available to the game’s world other than Physical or Almighty. 

New Life: Tiamat’s ultimate determination is to birth new life into the world, which she does 
with this Quality. When she rolls New Life she can bring forth a new creation to aid her in 
battle or carry out other tasks required of her. The New Lifeform possesses a Dice Pool equal to 
her Set’s Height+3, and HP equal to its Width +3. Along with one free Quality of Tiamat’s 
choosing, the lifeform’s dice can be spent for additional Extras or Qualities as desired (and must 
be spent if the total Dice Pool exceeds 10d, as per normal rules). A New Lifeform starts with a 
Brains score of 0 and gains 2 Brains each round it survives combat, to a maximum of 8 Brains. 
Tiamat can only have one New Lifeform active at a time, and if it is destroyed she will take 2 
points of damage to her Life Giver.  

5d Upgrades 
+8d and +7 HP to Lower Parts 
+6d and +6 HP to Galactic Tentacles 
+2d and +6 HP to Cosmic Gaze 
+4d and +5 HP to Life Giver 
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Primordial Sea: The Primordial Sea is Tiamat’s Special Dice Pool that takes the form of a vast, 
dark and ceaselessly churning ocean surrounding her and flooding the battlefield upon which 
her encounter is staged. The Primordial Sea Declares one of the following actions at the start of 
each Round and enjoys an intrinsic Awesome x1 on all its rolls. The Primordial Sea also acts as a 
Threat and can use every Set that it rolls for its Declared action.  

Upheaval: With an Upheaval, the Primordial Sea brings forth massive, jagged shards of earth 
and naked rock, reshaping the battlefield’s terrain. An Upheaval Set can have one of two effects: 
it can encircle Tiamat herself, forming a sturdy barrier with 3 HP per Width and Tough x2 to 
protect her from incoming attacks; or it can forcibly alter the terrain to so that a specific Persona 
User is isolated. Isolated Persona Users can’t be targeted by allied Useful Qualities or Defended 
by their allies, not can they do the same for each other. A Persona User will remain Isolated 
until they spend Width in Rounds navigating the landscape as a human, or if they have an 
applicable Useful Quality like Unique Movement they can escape Isolation by accumulating 
Width equal to the Upheaval Set, at a difficulty equal to its Height. Otherwise, Isolation has no 
fixed duration; it will be in effect until it is willfully counteracted. 

Nourish: With a Nourishment, the Primordial Sea brings its lifegiving currents to Tiamat and 
any New Lifeforms that she may have fashioned. A Nourishment Set restores Width in HP to 
either subject at the end of the Round, and can be used by Tiamat to restore a Part that has been 
reduced to 0 HP. This always occurs at the end of the Combat round, so a Persona User may 
attempt to counteract the Sea’s efforts using their Useful Qualities; however, as they are literally 
fighting against the endless sea itself, doing so may require some quick and creative thinking. 

Deluge: With a Deluge, the Primordial Sea rears up and punishes all with the audacity to strike 
against Tiamat. Each Deluge set targets every Persona User on the field at Fast x1 and inflicts 
Width-1 in Hitstun, as the Sea rises and crashes through their ranks. While each Set targets 
every Persona it can still be broken up before it Resolves by anyone quick and crafty enough to 
overcome its Height with some Useful effect able to push back the unrelenting surge. 
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The Wild Card  Might x3                     Fool-56 

An individual empowered by the Fool Arcana, whose mind houses a host of 
different Personas. 

Some Wild Cards are ordinary people chosen by fate for a special purpose, 
while others are otherworldly beings adopting the form of humanity. These 
have a wholly different cognitive architecture giving them mastery over many 
Personas instead of just one. Often the Wild Card appears at first as an 
unassuming, even helpful denizen of the Other World, hiding their true nature 
and power from other Persona Users.  

All the while, their genuine agenda remains enigmatic until the plot finally 
unfolds. Is the Wild Card an agent of darkness, a taskmaster sent to test the 
Persona Users, or the real mastermind behind the Other World’s troubles?      

Favorite Thing: Collectables 
Resist: -- 
Weak: -- 

Wild Card Tactics: The Wild Card functions differently from 
every other Major Shadow in the Compendium. Rather than a 
lone entity or a twisted human controlling a single Persona, the 
Wild Card commands a network for Personas, which they can 
summon and operate at-will. 

 Appendix C of The Velvet Book covers detailed rules for 
Players who wish to operate Wild Card characters. In the 
pursuit of creating an interesting, challenging and fair Major 
Shadow Encounter, this iteration of the Wild Card uses 
variants of these rules. 

Rule 1- Personas, Not Parts: Each of the Wild Card’s 
Personas occupies a Slot on their Spread. These function in 
much the same way as Parts on a conventional Major Shadow, with a few exceptions  

Rule 2- Resistances and Weaknesses: Each of the Wild Card’s Personas has its own 
Resistances and Weaknesses, instead of just one Set as with a conventional Major Shadow.  

Rule 3- Primary Persona: At the start of each Round, the Wild Card will Evoke one Persona as 
their Primary Persona. The Active Persona gains Awesome x1 for that turn, and the Wild Card 
can choose for their Active Persona take any Attack directed at one of their other, Secondary 
Personas. Secondary Personas can still be freely used for additional Actions each Round. 

Wild Card Spread 
1-2  Pascal 
3-4  Chironnupu 
5-6 Frost Ace 
7-8 Cu Chulainn 
9-10 Pixie 
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1-2 Pascal  7d 22 hp Resist: Fire Weak: Ice 

Attacks (Physical, Guaranteed Knockdown (2)), Defends (Superior Defense (3), 
Interference (3)), Heavy Armor (1) 
A simple and earnest domestic dog who witnessed the world’s end. His intense loyalty to his 
master endured the apocalypse so that he was reborn in the Other World as a stalwart 
guardian. 

 
3-4 Chironnupu 7d 14hp  Resist: Wind Weak: Fire 

Attacks (Fire, Area x3), Useful: Omnikaja, Useful: Dread Howl (Targets All (3)) 
A creature whose name means “Fox” in the language of the Ainu, the native people of 
Hokkaido, Japan. Their name refers to “those who we kill”, as the Ainu both worshipped and 
hunted the creatures. Their loud howls from the mountaintosp are said to foretell calamities. 

 
5-6 Frost Ace 7d 16 hp  Resist: Ice  Weak: Light 

Attacks (Ice, Engulf (3)), Attack (Electric, Area x1, Ailment: Static x1), Useful: 
Heart of a Hero* (Effective x1), Tough x1 
A Jack Frost who has donned his Ice Vest to become a Superhero. Little is known about 
him, but rumors say he was involved in a tragic accident and now burns with vengeance, 
though his heart is still frozen in sorrow. 

 
7-8 Cu Chulainn 7d 18 hp  Resist: Physical Weak: Dark 

Attacks (Physical, Penetration (2),Ailment: Bleed x1), Defends (Recoil x3), Useful: 
Impale*, Useful: Torque, Tough x2 
A Celtic demigod and hero, son of the sun god Lugh and wielder of the mighty spear Gae Bolg. 
When enraged in battle he takes on a dreadful form that cause his enemies to quake in fear. 
Though he once fought off an army singlehandedly, he is cursed to die by his own weapon. 

 

9-10  Pixie  8d 21 hp  Resist: Dark Weak: -- 

Attacks (All Elements (3), Power x1), Useful: Pixie Dust (Preemptive Action (2), 
Effective x2), Heals x4 (Unlimited Healing (2)) 
A simple, unassuming forest sprite who once offered help to a wanderer in exchange for a 
chance at adventure. Sharing victories against inconceivable odds, their bond awakened 
immense power in the small creature. 

5d Upgrades 
+4d and +5 HP to all Personas 

Gimmicks: Multitasking (2*), Primary 
Awesomeness (2), Mixed Might (3) 
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Declaration Rules: As a Persona User, the Wild Card doesn’t Declare based on a Brains part, 
but as a Might x3 Major Shadow Encounter they don’t Declare based on their Knowledge + Out-
Think score either. Instead, their Declaration order is always fixed: their first Multitasking 
action is always in the Second place during the Declare Phase, and their second action is always 
Last in the Declare Phase. 

Mixed Might: The Wild Card’s Mixed Might allows them to apply their Might x3 differently 
to each of their Personas, as follows: 

  Pascal:   Tough x3 
  Chironnupu:   Effective x3 on all Useful Qualites 
  Frost Ace:  Fast x3 on all Attacks Qualities 
  Cu Chulainn:  Power x3 on all Attack Qualities 
  Pixie:   Power x3 on all Attack Qualities 

Pascal: Pascal is the Wild Card’s loyal pet dog manifested as a Persona. Pascal’s role in the 
party is simple: protect his Master. His Physical Attacks inflict Guaranteed Knockdown, while 
his Defend Quality has both the Superior Defense and Interference Qualities; combined these 
give all his Defends Sets a natural x10 Height, and allows them to Gobble Attack Sets regardless 
of normal speed rules (thus a 2x10 can completely block a 3x10 with any amount of Fast added 
to it). His Heavy Armor also automatically knocks die off every Attack Set directed at him, 
completely protecting him from attacks with 2x Width. 

Chironnupu: Chironnupu’s serves as the Wild Card’s dedicated Support Persona, though he 
can unleash a devastating salvo of flaming arrows as an Area x3 Fire Attack. Chiefly, however, 
Chironnupu invokes two powerful Useful Qualities. Omnikaja can enact any of the three main 
Buffs (Rakukaja, Sukukaja, Tarukaja), while Dread Howl suffuses the Wild Card’s foes with 
such a sense of malice and foreboding that it can Revoke Player Buffs or enforce any of the three 
main Debuffs (Rakunda, Sukunda, Tarunda) against all enemy combatants on the field. Due to 
the Wild Card’s Mixed Might, these Qualites both gain Effective x3, giving them a base duration 
of Width+2. 

Frost Ace: This swift, frozen hero has two devastating Elemental attacks. His Ice attack 
Engulfs its target, targetting every one of a Persona’s Parts, while his Electric Attack can inflict 
Static as either a focused of Area attack, making his targets more vulnerable to Hitstun. These 
gain the added benefit of Fast x3 from the Wild Card’s Mixed Might, as does his signature 
Useful Quality, Heart of a Hero. While Heart of a Hero is active, all of the Wild Card’s Personas 
inflict 2 Hitstun with their Attacks instead of 1. This stacks with Static such that a target could 
take up to 3 points of Histun from every attack the Wild Card launches. 
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Cu Chulainn: One of the Wild Card’s more straightforward Personas, Cu Chulainn’s is built 
for raw physical might. With his Gae Bolg, Cu Chulainn can inflict, at a mimumum, Width+2 
damage that both Penetrates Toughness and leaves behind a lingering Bleed effect. If that 
weren’t dangerous enough, his Impale Quality acts as a Physical-type Deadly Power, while 
Torque allows Cu Chulainn to spend 2 HP to Boost Power to any of the Wild Card’s Actions. 

Pixie: Despite her small stature, Pixie is the Wild Card’s greatest ally. She can attack with any 
Elemental Force available to the game other than Physical or Almighty, and can Heal up to 8 
HP to herself or her fellow Personas every Turn, without limit. But it’s her Pixie Dust that 
commands the greatest respect among her arsenal.  

Pixie Dust has two functions. On a turn-by-turn basis, Pixie can use it to void negative 
effects placed on the Wild Card, including Refreshing the Wild Card from Debuffs or cancelling 
Jinxes. But far more striking is its protective effect, which Pixie triggers as a Preemptive Action 
at the start of combat. Used this way, Pixie Dust surrounds the Wild Card with a shimmering, 
rainbow aura for Width+1 Rounds. This aura negates the Weaknesses for every Persona in the 
Wild Card’s spread, and fortifies their Resistances so that they become Immune to damage from 
that source.  

There are two ways way to pierce Pixie Dust. One is through creative use of Useful 
Qualities that can dispell the farie magic, but this can only affect one Persona at a time, and 
Pixie can simply reapply her Dust to undo that effort. 

 The second way is through the a special form of Arcana Boosting. Each of the Wild 
Card’s Personas has its own Arcana: 

Pascal:   Strength 
    Chironnupu:   Moon 
    Frost Ace:  Star 
    Cu Chulainn:  Tower 
    Pixie:   Lovers 

 If a Persona User has a Relationship matching one of these Arcana they may tap it to add 
a unique extra, True Arcana, to one of their Attack Qualities. An Attack Quality with True Arcana 
infused into it can cut through the Pixie Dust shield around the Persona matching that Arcana, 
treating its Immunity once again as a Resistance and gaining access to that Persona’s Weakness. 

 Alternately, if a Persona User shares one of the Wild Card’s Arcana, they can donate 
their own power to one of their allies as a Baton Pass; in this case instead of granting Width-1 in 
Awesome they pass on True Arcana for Width-1 Rounds. 
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Special Dice Pool- Ultimate Evocation: Along with their collection of five Personas, the 
Wild Card possesses a sixth, Ultimate Persona which they can only evoke under dire 
circumstances. These are tied to the Wild Card’s Rage Meter, which increases in the following 
ways: 

• Whenever they are targetted by a One More! Attack or Useful Set, gain +1 Rage 
• Whenever one of their Personas is reduced to 0 HP, gain +5 Rage 
• When they are down to a single Persona, gain +4 Rage per Turn 

Whenever the Wild Card’s Rage Meter reaches 10, they can Evoke their Ultimate Persona as one 
of their Actions on their next turn. Doing so reduces their Rage Meter by 10, with any Excess 
Rage retained for the next use. 

Lucifrost 8d  
A Jack Frost who betrayed the Frost Clan and was exiled to the underworld, where he 
beheld Lucifer frozen in his lake of tears. Believing him to be the fabled “Snow Overlord”, 
he tried for eons to impersonate him. Eventually he returned to become the beast’s 
minion, but by then his frozen prison was vacant. 
 
Attacks (Almighty, Penetration (3), Area x6, Ailment: Bane x3) 
Useful: Salvation (Effect x1) 
Useful: Resurrection 

 
When Evoked, Lucifrost will use one of his three Qualities. Lucifrost 

always takes the role of the Wild Card’s Primary Persona and so inherits its innate Awesome x1. 
Lucifrost cannot be attacked, however, and so the Wild Card cannot choose to direct attacks to 
it as they normally can with their Primary Persona. 

His attack, Morning Star, is a massively powerful Almighty Area attack that Penetrates Armor 
and can inflict a Bane on all its targets, stripping them of their Resistances. Salvation enshrouds 
the Wild Card in gleaming, heavenly brilliance, granting all of the following effects: 

• Restores Width in HP to all Personas 
• Grants Awesome x1 on all Rolls for Width Rounds. This stacks with the Primary 

Persona’s innate Awesomeness for a total of Awesome x2 on its rolls. 
• Grants immunity to Debuffs for Width Rounds 

Finally, Resurrection restores one Persona whose HP has been reduced to 0 back to 
functionality, restoring half its HP + the Resurrection Set’s Width. 
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Babel   Might x3                     The World-72 

An immense tower constructed by ancient humans 
meant to link Earth and Heaven. As it rose its 
purpose changed from seeking contact with the 
divine to obtaining glory and honor for the 
builders themselves.  

To punish their arrogance and prevent the 
completion of the work, God confused the language 
of its builders, making their collaboration 
impossible. The tower was abandoned, and 
mankind scattered across the Earth, founding their 
own civilizations and cultures. 

It’s said that the tower houses the first language of 
man, one which forms the foundation for human 
thought and consciousness. By mastering this 
language one could command and control human 
minds as fully as if they were programming a 
computer. Others say that on its walls are 
engraved instructions for breaching the veil of 
Heaven itself, allowing one to reach the realm of 
God.      

Favorite Thing: Stories 
Resist: Almighty 
Weak: -- 

Sectors: Babel is an enormous structure, dwarfing every other 
Major Shadow in each of its dimensions. As such, it is simply too 
massive to attack all at once. To deal with Babel, the Persona Users 
must progress through its Sectors in sequence, starting with Aleph, 
then Gimel, and so forth until finally reaching Yah. Each Sector is 
an entire structure within Babel that must be conquered before 
moving onto the next. 

  

Sectors 
1  Aleph Ascent 
2 Aleph Base 
3-4  Gimel 
5-6 Heh 
7-8 Chet 
9-10 Yah 

Gimmicks: Multitasking (8), Sector 
Awesomeness (0*), Heavy Armor (10), Target 
Approach (5) 

5d Upgrades 
+2d and +4 HP to both Alephs 
+4d and +5 HP to all other Sectors 
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Attacking a Sector: Players can only inflict damage against the Sector they are currently 
occupying, meaning any attack, regardless of its Height, will be directed at that Sector. Height 
still matters, however, because a Sector Resists all attacks with a Height less than its lowest Hit 
location. In practice this means Aleph Ascent has no added Resistances, while Aleph Base will 
Resist attacks with a Height of 1, Gimel Resists Height 1-2, Heh Resists Height 1-4, Chet Resists 
Height 1-6 and Yah Resists Height 1-8.  

Additionally, starting in Chet the Sectors become completely immune to damage whose Height 
is 6 less than their lowest Hit Location. Thus Chet Sector cannot be damaged by attacks at 
Height 1, while Yah Sector cannot be damaged by attacks with Height 1-3. 

Multitasking Rules: Babel has two ranks of Multitasking, allowing it to Declare and Roll 
three separate Actions each Round. One of these Actions will always be committed to the Sector 
that the Persona Users currently occupy. Each additional Action may use Sectors positioned 
directly above or below the current Sector (so if the action is currently in Heh Sector, Babel can 
attack and otherwise act using Gimel or Chet Sectors as well). 

 Babel can still use its Sectors that have been reduced to 0 HP, however they lose the 
benefit of their Extras and their Might drops from x3 to x2. Yah Sector is the exception to this, as 
once the fighting reaches Babel’s final zone it can tap into the power of any of its prior Sectors. 
In so doing they regain full use of their Extras, but their Might is still reduced to x2. 

 As far as Declaration is concerned, Babel’s Brain score begins at 5 and increased by 1 for 
each Sector that the Persona Users advance through. 

Sector Awesomeness: Babel gains an intrinsic Awesome x1 on all rolls made using the 
Sector that the Persona Users are currently engaging with.  

Heavy Armor: Babel itself is constructed from an otherworldly stone material formed using 
the wisdom of Heaven, as provided to humanity by a cadre of angelic beings whose descent to 
the Earth precipitated the Deluge and eventually Babel’s construction. This material’s durability 
permeates Babel, infusing even into its ground and plant life, granting every Sector Heavy 
Armor x1. The exception to this is the Aleph Ascent Sector, whose slow decay from the rest of 
Babel has worn away much of its structural integrity.  

Sector Entry and Approach: Starting in Gimel Sector, Babel’s first interior Sector, the 
Persona Users must first reach their Target before the Sector can be inflicted with significant 
damage. This is called the Sector’s Approach, which is a numerical value representing the 
distance to the Target. As one advances on the target their Approach value is reduced by 1 each 
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turn, and with Movement-based Useful Qualities one can increase their Approach by their 
Width, plus any ranks of Effectiveness linked to that Quality. Once a combatant’s Approach 
reaches 0 they have come into range of their Target and can begin combat properly. 

 Each Persona User must make their own Approach, unless they have the means to help 
each other move more quickly, meaning they may not all arrive at the Target at the same time. 
Although the Persona Users are not able to attack their Target until their Approach is complete, 
the same is not true of Babel, which is fully capable of Attacking the Persona Users at any time. 

1 Aleph Ascent 7d  10 HP  

Attacks (Light, Fast x1), Attack (Dark, Area x2), *Useful: Containment Field* 

Description: Ascending skyward towards Babel proper is a cloud of blocks and geometric 
debris broken off from the tower’s main structure. Rather than falling groundward these simply 
hang in space in defiance of all earthly laws, forming something like a stairway to the sky.  

Approach: None. When entering Babel’s presence, the Persona Users are drawn into its 
gravitational field and are pulled gently yet irresistibly skyward towards the tower. However, 
this is not a friendly welcome as the Sector will seek to intercept and destroy them before they 
reach the Base. 

Target: None. Rather than a specific Target, defeating the Aleph Ascent requires inflicting 
damage to its airborne defenses. Depleting these down to 0 HP creates an opening that allows 
the Persona Users to reach the next Sector. 

Tactics: What appear first as levitating, inanimate stones unfold and reshape to reveal their true 
menace as Babel’s aerial point defenses. These either fire searing beams of Fast x1 Light energy, 
or act as airborne dark matter mines, detonating with an Area x2 Dark attack, both benefiting 
from the Power granted by Babel’s Might x3. A third variety splits into multiple components 
that surround a target and entrap them in a shimmering Containment field. Contained targets 
cannot Attack or be affected by allied Useful Qualities until they inflict damage to the 
Containment Field equal to half its Height (minimum 3 HP) plus any ranks of Effectiveness 
added to it. The Containment Field subjects the Persona to current of debilitating energy, 
rendering them Weak to both Light and Dark attacks, perfect targets for the Aleph Ascent’s 
attacks. 
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2 Aleph Base  7d   12 HP 

Attacks (Physical, Splash x1), Attacks (Ice, Ailment: Freeze x1), Defend, *Useful: Golems*, Tough x3 

Description: After penetrating the Aleph Ascent the Player Users touchdown on Babel’s surface 
in the Aleph Base Sector. Here gravity holds them onto the tower’s underside such that when 
they look up they see the Earth itself passing beneath them. Aleph Base is a craggy, uneven 
zone cut through by crevasses and pierced by spires formed by Babel’s slow, eons long decay. 
It’s a place of mist and shadows where the ground beneath one’s feet hums with vast, ancient 
power and unspeakable secrets hidden away within the Tower’s walls. 

Approach: None. Once a path is clear through Aleph Ascent and the players make their landing 
on Aleph Base they can immediately begin their attack. 

Target: None. The goal in the Aleph Base Sector is entry into Babel. With all proper entryways 
lost to disrepair ages ago, the only option remaining is to smash, cut and blast a hole through 
the tower’s exterior itself. 

Tactics: As the Persona Users attack the Babel’s surface the tower reacts as if a living thing 
repelling infectious invaders. The very rock on which they stand will erupt into blades and 
bullets inflicting Physical damage, while the swirling mists can concentrate into frosty blasts 
inflicting Ice damage with the potential to Freeze their target. Of greater significance are the 
presence of Golems: automatons fashioned from the very stone of Babel itself which guard its 
exterior. A Golem Set can do one of three things: add Effective x3 to its Defends quality for 
Width-1 Rounds; add Recoil x3 to the Aleph Base itself for Width-1 Attacks; or generate Width-
1 in Advantage dice for the sector. Unlike normal Buffs, the Golem’s Effectiveness and Recoil 
Buffs do stack their Duration, allowing Babel to greatly improve its ability to protect itself. To 
counter this, Persona Users can direct Attacks or Useful Qualities at the Golems themselves, 
allowing them to reduce the duration of one of the currently active Golem effects.   

3-4 Gimel   7d  19 HP 

Attacks (Electric, Ailment: Static x1), Attacks (Wind, Area x3), Useful: Torrent (Automatic (1)), Useful: 
Maelstrom (Automatic (1), Effective x1), Defends, Tough x1  

Description: Babel’s first interior Sector, Gimel, is an ocean stored in the tower’s lowest vault. 
After swimming up from its dark, cold, briny depths one reaches the stormy surface under a 
brutal downpour and bears witness to Gimel’s sole material feature. Rising from an island 
shaped like the shell of a tortoise is a huge, three-faceted pillar stretching hundreds of feet into a 
sky of black, roiling storm clouds, whose constant sheets and bolts of lightning provide the 
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Sector’s only source of light. These blast of silver-blue light illuminate the pillar in all its 
grotesque majesty, revealing that it is a huge, warped amalgam of all manner of animal life 
sealed within a monolith of Babel’s heavenly stonework. Its roars, shrieks, songs, and cries can 
be heard even through the deafening peals of thunder, revealing that these creatures are all at 
once alive. Each of its three facets contains a different animal domain: the sea, the ground, and 
the sky, and they are twisted together into a giant braid, forming a triple helix of ascending 
from the sea to the heavens. 

Approach 4: The first two points of the Approach are the Persona Users reaching the surface of 
Gimel’s ocean. If they are unable to do this within 2 turns for any reason they will begin to 
drown, which will inflict 1 shock to each Stat per turn, vs a Guts + Wind roll at Difficulty 5 to 
resist. The second two Approach points involve navigating the turbulent seas to reach the 
island and the target, The Zoalith. 

Target- The Zoalith:  This massive stone pillar contains within its structure representatives 
from every animal Genus on Earth, from fleas to whales, including those rendered extinct in 
modern times and in pre-history. Each is fully alive, sustained by the energy of Babel, even 
though they appear fused to the stone itself. They possess no clear organization other than that 
enforced by the three twisted facets: one for fish and other sea creatures, another for land 
dwelling mammals and reptiles, and the third for birds and insects. While the creatures do not 
appear fused to each other, they have a shared neurology so that pain and other stimuli are 
shared. When the Zoalith is reduced to 0 HP, its lifeforms perish in a single, mournful wave of 
death, leaving the pillar lifeless. Once this is achieved, the Players can ascend a spiraling 
staircase that climbs the now inert Zoalith. Beyond the now calmed but still shadowy cloud 
layer they find a gateway to the next Sector. 

Tactics: The instant the Persona Users reduce the Aleph Base sector’s HP 0 and break through 
its shell, Gimel’s Torrent Quality triggers as an Automatic action. Torrent controls the Sector’s 
ocean itself and causes a massive volume of water to start flooding out through the opening. 
Torrent reduces the Persona User’s efforts to make their Approach by 1 for Width-1 turns, 
forcing them to fight through it or else be held back face the risk of drowning. Even when the 
Persona Users are within Gimel Property, the Sector can continue to use Torrent to slow their 
Approach. Similarly, once the first Persona User reaches the Zoalith, its second Useful Quality, 
Maelstrom, triggers Automatically and turns the Sector’s rough weather into a full-on tempest 
for Width in Rounds. While the Maelstrom is active, Gimel’s Electrical Attack gains Power x2 
and guarantees its Static ailment, while its Wind Attack gains an additional Area x2 as well as 
Ailment: Daze x2. 
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5-6 Heh   7d  22 HP 

Attacks (Fire), Attacks (Physical, Ailment: Poison x1) Useful: Desert Malice (Targets All (3), Useful: 
Slow Digestion (Targets All (3), Effective x1), Useful: Savage Vegetation, Defends 

Description: Exiting Gimel through a stone door, the Persona Users traverse a spiral staircase 
with 216 steps, which reaches upwards through a cavernous, empty, silent black expanse, 
whose only light comes from the steps themselves. At the top is a door that opens to a 
landscape of blinding light and searing, suffocating heat. Heh Sector is a vast and desolate 
desert suffering the blaze of five suns, with no shelter or protection but for the meager shade of 
towering dunes in all directions. The only suggestion of life or anything but pitiless sand and 
heat is a sweet smell in the air that beckons visitors towards an unseen promised land. 

Approach 5: Approaching Heh Sector’s Target requires at a successful Knowledge + Notice 
check from at least one Persona User, or else a successful roll from a Persona with a relevant 
Quality useful for navigation or perception. This will detect the presence of the target’s aroma 
and give the provide the Persona Users with guidance for Width in Turns. Only in this duration 
can they successfully Approach the target. When the trail is lost a new Notice or Useful check 
needs to be made, or else the players will stray from their route and lose 1 point of Approach 
per turn. Once a player’s Approach reaches 1 they will be in sight of the Target: an gleaming, 
emerald green oasis in the heart of the desert.  

Target- The Dionaea Garden:  The Target appears as a beautiful, tranquil jungle surrounding a 
crystal-clear pool of pure, cool water. All manner of plants, flowers, fruits and vegetables grow 
in abundance, and it’s here that wanderers through the Sector find respite from the heat of the 
four suns. This, however, is a cruel illusion; once the last Persona Users enters the garden it 
springs it trap as huge leafy walls shoot up from its sandy perimeter, snapping shut like a set of 
hungry jaws overhead. Thus the Garden reveals its carnivorous intent the sweet aroma of the 
air takes on a rotten, digestive stench. Every tree, flower, fruit, and blade of grass is capable of 
viciously attacking the Persona Users with deadly poison, piercing thorns and terrible leafy 
jaws, and must be eradicated to ensure survival and progress through Babel. Once the Dionaea 
Garden has been reduced to 0 HP it withers and die off, but for a single seed. When planted in 
the dying oasis pool it sprouts a gum tree of immense height that reaches into the sky above 
Sector Heh, granting access to the next Sector. 

Tactics: While Approaching the Target, Heh Sector can unleash its Desert Malice Quality on the 
Persona Users, which manipulates both its sand and heat turn their trek through the sands into 
a grueling endurance test. A Desert Malice set can either use sand to slow all Persona Users’ 
Approach with storms and shifting sand-slides, or it can blast them with the heat of the five 
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suns, inflict Width-1 in Diligence Shock directly to the human wanderers. Once within the 
Dionaea Garden itself, Desert Malice is replaced by Slow Digestion as the Garden’s air fills with 
acidic vapor for Width Rounds. Slow Digestion has two effects. At the start of each Round after 
it activates, all Personas lose 1 Tough to all their Parts for the duration of the encounter against 
the Dionaea Garden. This effect accumulates, so if Slow Digestion is allowed to continue 
without being counteracted it can and will reduce all Persona Toughness to zero (Tough 
granted from Useful Qualities like Rakukaja is not affected). Its second effect occurs at the end 
of each Round, where each Persona User must roll 2 Area die: one for themselves, and one of 
their Persona. Humans take 1 Scar from their die, while their Personas take 2 damage. This 
effect is in addition to any damage-over-time caused by the Garden’s Poison Ailment. Finally, 
the Dionaea Garden’s Savage Vegetation allows its plant-life to ensnare its prey, using grasping 
vines and tendrils and cement-like sap to impede movement. Personas caught in this manner 
suffer a combined -2d Jinx and Sukunda for Width-1 attack actions.   

7-8 Chet   7d  22 HP 

Attacks (Physical, Fast x1, Splash x2), Attacks (All Elements (3), Area x2), Useful: Praise (Effective x1), 
Useful: Madness, Tough x2, Defends 

Description: As the Persona Users ascend the tree sprouting from the remains of the Dionaea 
Garden, Heh Sector’s blazing suns fade into a cold, starry night. At its highest point they pass 
through a hazy firmament which holds the frigid stars in place and there find a doorway 
implanted in the sky itself. Through it they reach another black void between Sectors and 
another set of 216 stairs, but this time rather than surrounded by raw silence their minds are 
filled with the voices of a distant choir singing in a language at once unknown yet intimately 
familiar. At the top they reach a gateway, and through the gateway they come to Chet Sector 
and find themselves standing in the shadow of an immense, snowy mountain. The mountain’s 
base camp and face are richly festooned with festival decorations and, unlike the vacant prior 
Sectors, teems with inhabitants locked in a wild, hedonistic celebration of lust and violence. 

Approach 8: Chet Sector’s Target is a gleaming gold beacon at the peak of the mountain, and 
thus the players must scale the formation to reach and attack it. Flight and teleportation are 
virtually impossible, as devasting storm winds will hold back the former, and the heathen 
energies conjured by the festival will foul the latter’s guidance, inflicting both a Gobble Die and 
a Difficulty of 7 on any attempt to circumvent the ascent. Instead, the Persona Users must 
navigate the mountain itself, both its craggy rigors and its inhabitants themselves, who have 
colonized the mountain with an endless revelry of drugs, sex and firearms, crossing anarchic 
religious ecstasy with sadistic fascism. These occupy the first 4 Approach points; the remaining 
4 leave the bloody cacophony behind as the mountain itself becomes increasingly hostile, 
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testified by the thousands of frozen corpses scattered among the rocks, snow and ice. Here 
automatic progress is impossible. Players can only Approach by successfully rolling with their 
Stats and Skills or with Persona Qualities. The Approach is completed at the mountain’s peak, 
where stands a titanic golden idol at whose feet bow a devout host whose faith delivered them 
to the pinnacle of their holy mountain. 

Target- The Bel: Rising from the holy mountain’s peak is the object of Chet Sector’s veneration 
and the heart of its festivities, The Bel: a towering gleaming idol depicting a human form with 
eight heads, each fashioned after a different living creature, as follows: Pig, Spider, Rat, Frog, 
Raven, Bat, Eel and Chameleon. Each is depicted with two glowing eyes except the Spider, 
which has eight, giving the Bel 22 eyes. Each eye contains a symbol representing one of the 22 
Arcana. The Bel’s nature is as grotesque as its imagery, as it is made from human excrement 
transformed by alchemy into pure gold. Below are the animals depicted by its head 
iconography: 

The Bel is wholly inanimate but serves as a conduit for Babel’s power and as such it generates 
massive elemental might; but just as much of a threat is the Bel’s worshippers, who will defend 
their graven image with everything from swords to machine guns to their bare hands and teeth. 
Once the Bel is reduced to 0 HP it splits in half and falls apart, causing a catastrophic avalanche 
that destroys the entire festival on and around the mountain. In the aftermath a series of silver 
rungs descend from an opening in the Sector’s bleak sky; these hang steady in the air, providing 
a pathway for the Persona Users to reach Babel’s final Sector.  

Tactics: During the Approach, Chet Sector’s residents will Praise the Bel, offering up their 
spiritual energy in cooperation with physical sacrifices of blood and lust. Each time they do 
they add their Width to a dice pool that Babel can draw on when the Persona User are attacking 
the Bel itself. Each point of accumulated Praise can add Power x1 to the sector’s Attacks (up to 
Power x3 per turn) or Heal 2 HP. When engaging with the Bel itself, Praise can also be used to 
give Babel an additional Awesome x1 for its next Width actions. Chet Sector’s Madness Quality 
represents the insane religious fervor of its citizens; during the Approach it will use to counter 
the Persona Users’ progress by sweeping them up in their festivities, pitting them against 
absurd, disturbing encounters or threatening them with gruesome violence. A player faced with 
a Madness Set must accumulate Width equal to its Width-1 vs a Difficulty equal to its Height 
(Maximum 7) to continue their Approach. The Madness continues towards the mountain’s 
heights, as Babel projects phantoms and illusions into the howling wind and sleet to mislead 
and terrify its climbers. Against the Bel, Madness whips up the fervor of its adherents, granting 
Rakukaja to their Physical Attack and increasing their Splash to x4 for Width-1 Attacks, and 
adding Recoil x2 to the Bel for Width-1 Rounds of combat. 
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9-10 Yah   9d  27 HP 

Attacks (Logos, Power x1, Fast x1), Useful: Sacred Geometry, Useful: Topological Distortion, Useful: 
First Language (Effective x1, Targets All (3)), Defends, Tough x3 

Description: Ascending through the final chasm between Sectors Chet and Yah, the Persona 
Users ascend one last set of 216 stairs in total blackness. The same choral voices heard in the 
previous void are louder here and grow deafening as they near the top. By the time the Players 
reach the gateway to Yah Sector the lyrics are now not just audible but in fact coherent, 
becoming a psalm praising the glory and beauty of mankind. As soon as the hatch to Yah Sector 
opens, however, the voices terminate mid-syllable. Climbing through the doorway the Persona 
Users step onto a calm, grassy plain. A fig tree hangs overhead, and through its branches the 
Sector’s shape takes form: the ground beneath them is the inner surface of an enormous ring 
suspended in a vast, cloudy white and blue void whose dimensions, more than any Sector 
before, demonstrate how Babel’s contents defy physical logic. The ring is a paradise of soft 
grass, birdsongs and cool, fresh water stretching across a 13-mile circumference, and looking 
straight up the Persona Users can see the ring’s opposite side drifting 4 miles overhead. In so 
doing they glimpse the Sector’s focal point. Hanging in the exact center of the ring, like the 
solitary nucleus of a hydrogen atom, is a distant structure of gleaming ivory and gold waiting 
for them. 

Approach 6: Near the entry to Yah Sector is a set of stairs made of immaculate white stone 
raising to a round dais. On stepping up to the dais the Persona Users are detached from the 
Sector’s gravity and able to move freely in three-dimensions, allowing them to move towards 
the ring’s central structure. Sensing their Approach, the encounter enters its final stage as the 
structure activates, revealing itself to be a tesseract that unfolds into an enormous manifold of 
staggering geometric and topological complexity neatly filling the 4-mile diameter of the Ring 
encircling it. The Persona Users must navigate a labyrinth of polyhedral matter connected by an 
infrastructure of white beams all rotating, twisting, and rearranging in accordance with a 
mathematical progression of such scale and intricacy that human minds cannot hope to grasp 
its design in full. Their Approach is further challenged by topological distortions in the space 
through which they travel that can warp them across the manifold, as well as by Attacks from 
the Sector’s defenses. More troubling though may be the strange gnawing sensation in their 
minds, as if their own thoughts are being probed by a hostile force from within the manifold. 
Once their Approach is complete, there is one final obstacle: a barrier surrounding the Sector’s 
innermost part worth 20 HP that must be worn down before the last Target is exposed. 

Target- The Monad: The beating heart of Yah Sector and of Babel itself lays at the center of the 
manifold. Upon first encountering it appears to be a single shining point in space, like a tiny 
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sapphire star. Then it grows into a bright blue line, which broadens into a cylinder, then a solid 
with five sides, then eight, then thirteen, then twenty-one, growing each time till reaching a 
maximum diameter of 72 feet. After reaching its maximum size it continues to define its sides 
following a Fibonacci sequence, ever approaching but never becoming a mathematically true 
sphere, even as its discrete sides become impossible to differentiate to human eyes. Its glassy 
surface is translucent, revealing an inner structure of an ever-deepening spiral reaching into 
unfathomable interior dimensions which cause physical strain to look directly into. In its orbit 
are thirteen stone cylinders upon which is engraved the First Language of Man. 

This is the Monad, a shard of God’s wisdom enshrined in Babel, containing within itself 
all the knowledge of universe.  

The Monad is the source of Babel’s awareness and intellect, though its cognitive 
architecture is entirely alien to human thought, and as such lacks anything that humans would 
recognize as emotion or even consciousness. It is an engine of pure thought with no inner voice, 
calculating and resolving impossible questions without end, and in so doing generates 
otherworldly amounts of cognitive energy, against which the Persona Users must contend. And 
as it acts to defend itself from the invasion of its sanctum it takes on new and more wonderous 
configurations, each of which would give mathematicians a lifetime of material to unravel. 

Tactics: As stated out the outset of Babel’s write-up, once the fighting advances to Yah Sector, 
Babel can Declare actions using any of its prior Sectors at their full strength, except for their 
Might, which is reduced to Might x1. The exception is Chet Sector’s Praise Quality, as the party’s 
actions in that Sector lead to the death of Babel’s occupants and thus the source of its Praise. 
Yah Sector possesses the same point defense weaponry as Aleph Ascent, while the rest of the 
Qualities are summoned by unfolding geometric matter captive in its manifold that contain 
elements from prior Sectors.  

 During the Approach, Yah Sector will use its Sacred Geometry to form physical barriers 
and mazes of a scale equal to their Width-1, which must be circumnavigated at a rate of 1 per 
Turn or with a Useful Quality; and HP equal their Height, which allowing them to be simple cut 
or blasted through. Of greater threat are its Topological Distortions, which warp and fold the 
space near a Persona User, threatening to draw them in and transport them to the edge of the 
Manifold. A Topological Distortion generates a powerful gravitational pull cannot be escaped 
or counteracted without the support of a Useful Quality against a Difficulty equal to its Height. 
Once encountered, a Topological Distortion will relocate a Persona User within 3 Turns, minus 
the Distortion’s Width-1 (this a 3x Width Distortion will relocate its victim in 2 turns). 
Relocation resets a Persona User’s Approach back to zero.  
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When combat against the Monad itself begins, these two Qualities gain new effects. Sacred 
Geometry changes the Monad’s physical configuration, altering the functions of the divine 
mathematics operating within it. The Monad can use as a Refresh Quality against Debuffs 
placed against it, but also to give itself x2 of any Extra for Width-1 Rounds. Sacred Geometry 
can be used multiple times to extend its duration or add additional Extras, but the Extras 
themselves do not stack (so multiple Sacred Geometry Sets could be used to grant Power x2 for 
an extended number of turns, but do not combine to grant Power x4 or higher). Its Topological 
Distortions, on the other hand, can be targeted against a Persona, suppressing it with 
gravitational and spatial turbulence which both Revokes Buffs and enforces a Width-1 penalty 
on Actions next turn. 

First Language: But no Quality in Babel compares with its First Language. Persona Users 
reaching Approach 3 become targets for the First Language, which seeks with each Set to crack 
and infiltrate the cognitive rights management of their own minds: their Arcana. Each time Yah 
Sector rolls a First Language Set it follows then rolls 2d for each point of Width it scores. These 
dice point to the below chart to determine which Arcana it is attempting to hack into: 

This chart assumes standard Major Arcana usage by the Players; if the Fool or other Alternate Arcana are used in 
the game, it may need to be adjusted. 

2d Arcana 2d Arcana 2d Arcana 2d Arcana 
01-05 1- Magician 26-30 6- Lovers 51-55 11- Strength 76-80 16- Tower 
06-10 2- H. Priestess 31-35 7- Chariot 56-60 12- Hanged M. 81-85 17- Star 
11-15 3- Empress 36-40 8- Justice 61-65 13- Death 85-90 18- Moon 
16-20 4- Emperor 41-45 9- Hermit 66-70 14- Temperance 91-95 19- Sun 
21-25 5- Hierophant 46-50 10- Fortune 71-75 15- Devil 96-100 20- Judgement 

   
If First Language rolls an Arcana that is not shared by a Player or their Relationships, it will 
remove that Arcana from its options, and if it is rolled again will instead select the next un-
probed Arcana from the list. 

If First Language hits an Arcana belonging to a Character’s Relationship: The Arcana takes 1 
points of Shock, and both Persona User and Persona roll 1 area die and take a point of damage 
to the indicated location (Shock for the human). The Persona User will feel an intense 
uneasiness and a deep feeling of doubt and anxiety connected with the Relationship. 
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If First Language hits a Persona User’s Arcana: The Persona User suffers Cognitive Crash and 
experiences the following effects: 

1. The Persona User rolls 1d. Both the Human Stat and Persona Part rolled are reduced to 
0d and 0 HP, respectively. 

2. Their Persona must take time to effectively reboot, so they cannot Evoke it next Round. 
3. Once Evoked again, the Persona is installed with a cognitive malware which makes it 

Weak against Logos, the Monad’s unique attack element. 
4. Both the human and their Persona lose all benefits from their Arcana Level. 

This fourth effect means that an Emperor would lose a total of 3 ranks of Power and 2 Qualities. 
They also cannot use their Arcana Level to improve the Height or Width of their Aspect-related 
Human actions. If Players haven’t kept track of or forgot which Qualities they gained from their 
Arcana Route, the GM can determine which Qualities Cognitive Crash shuts down.   

Counteracting Cognitive Crash: Nothing can prevent the First Language from inflicting 
Cognitive Crash, as it targets latent, autonomic neurological functions in the brainstem to gain 
access to higher brain function. However, the Monad’s inability to conceive of emotion and the 
psychological feedback loops of human relationships exposes a weakness in the First Language.  

 When experiencing a Cognitive Crash, a Persona User can replace their Crashed Arcana 
with that of one their Relationships. This treats the current Level of that Relationship, minus its 
Shock, as their own Arcana Level, obtaining free Extras corresponding to that Relationship as 
well as restoring Crashed Qualities. For reference: 

 Relationship Level  Equivalent Arcana Level Benefit 
  1d   Extra x1 
  2d   Extra x2 
  3d   Restore one Crashed Quality 
  4d   Extra x3 
  5d   Restore both Crashed Qualities 

That the Logos Weakness installed by a Cognitive Crash persists even after substituting a new 
Arcana.  

The Monad can detect that a Persona User has bypassed a Cognitive Crash and will seek 
to Crash the substitute Arcana; if the replacement Arcana has already been probed by a prior 
First Language roll it will become a valid target once again. Subsequent Crashes only inflict 
Effects 2 and 4 (Persona reboot, Arcana Level cancellation), and each Crash after the first faces 
an increasing difficulty progressing from 3 to 5 to 7. After experiencing a Difficulty 7 Crash, a 
Persona User becomes immune to additional Crashes and may regain their natural Arcana.  
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